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Abstract

Through an analysis of HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis and body of land,

memory and the process of remembering materialize. The methodology of both contemporary

Aboriginal art theories and Aboriginal literature provides a contextual framework that explores

the occurrence of memory and remembrance as a means of decolonization. The act of remem-

bering both painful and positive memories goes against the colonial mechanism of assimilation

and of forgetting. Remembering through cultural, historical, family, or individual memories,

HeavyShield abstractly demonstrates her strong connections to family, her culture and her indi-

vidual strength.



Chapter One

Introduction

This research is an investigation of how memory and the process of remembering appear

in Faye HeavyShield's (Jntitled, North End, and Kutoyis from her solo exhibit blood. as well as

an installation titled body of land, which is a part of the shared exhibit A Ouestion of Place. This

research has grown out of a desire to understand the relationship between remembrance and con-

temporary Aboriginal art. In putting this thesis together, and through personal discussions with

Faye HeavyShield, this work has also provided me with a means of looking at how remembering

works for myself as a writer and artist. This exploratory journey has provided me with an oppor-

tunity to examine how I am place myself within my interests of Aboriginal art, as well as my fu-

ture work in the discipline ofNative Studies.

Since moving to Winnipeg, I have been fortunate to be surrounded by peers and col-

leagues who have both supported my research interests and who have aided me in my learning

process through guidance and critical advice. I have had, in the last couple of years, while pursu-

ing my Masters degree, the opportunity to write about contemporary art exhibits at the Urban

Shaman Contemporary Art Gallery. This experience alone has provided me with the start of a

tremendous wealth of knowledge in writing about Aboriginal art.

'When I first began this project, I could never have imagined that it would be a growth

experience for me as a person and the various journeys that this research would take me on. This

research has touched many areas in my life including my family, my research interests (both pre-

sent and future), how I look at myself as a woman" mother, friend and academic.

My intention with this thesis project is to understand in a deeper and reflective manner

the storytelling that goes into Aboriginal Canadian contemporary art. Through my research, I



have found that, the use of 'memory and remembering' is often an unconscious and/or conscious

factor in Aboriginal art in whatever medium, and in varied degrees and methods. 'Memory' as I

have seen in Aboriginal works of art is an interrelationship of personal memory and experience,

historical memory and cultural memories. Whether it is clearly visible or within the process that

creates the final product, it is present.

'Memory/remembering' in art is a means of storytelling that goes beyond the oral and be-

comes what I call the 'visually oral' or visual storytelling. It is a method of telling stories of both

the past and the present, while changing ever so slightly depending upon the circumstance, ex-

perience or the person. As author Lenore Keeshig-Tobias states about the importance of story-

telling, "Stories are not just entertainment, stories are power, they reflect the deepest, the most

intt-ut" p_qgepjeqs, rglgfigryhipj q!4_!4rtu49! -o!q 
p,g,oplg, .slgngr _qhgy horv a p¡qple, a cul-

tural thinks; such wonderful offerings are seldom reproduced by outsiders" (71). 'Visually oral'

storytelling also works as a type of history lesson, for those willing to look closely and to learn.

I have learned many varied Aboriginal histories by looking, questioning and investigating further

what the a¡tists have often placed within their work.

My Master's research is built on my previous Anthropology and Native Studies interests

and training (at Concordia University in Montreal and University of Manitoba), where I investi-

gated the method of storytelling and how it is placed in Canadian Aboriginal art particularly the

work of artist Faye HeavyShield, a renowned Canadian sculptor. As Robert Houle has com-

mented, HeavyShield "maintains her cultural and individual identity through her use of memory

within her art practices" (154). By incorporating her memories, both those of her ancestors and

from her own writings, she produces work that is connected to the Kainai/Blood (Clarke 3). By

taking ideas learned from a Western art tradition, and combining these with her own experience

2



and her natural sense of design, HeavyShield has developed a distinct aesthetic form that can be

identified as hers alone, Critical issues such as land title, residential school, issues of self-

determination and her role as an Aboriginal woman are felt throughout her art.

Through the merging of cultural, historical and personal memory and the act of remem-

bering, memory extends beyond one's own lifetime and experience and enters into the contem-

porary world, often embedding itself through creative means. In this respect Faye HeavyShield

transforms her artwork into a vehicle of storytelling and visually oral narrative. Taking exam-

ples from previous research undertaken Julie Cruikshank (1990) and Robin Ridington (1988),

both of whom created a new direction for academia (venturing into and bringing forth recogni-

tion and importance on the collection of oral narratives in research), I take this area of research

futh"fb:!i*_g9l_r11g_3¡4 ¡!Lo."4g l,qy eral¡'sqgry_a¡4 {9Ð4q!lþC-th'gqg! ,ri!y-al e1p,rg_sqlon is

a valid avenue of academic researcll as well as a viable method of recording a culture's history.

Memories of past experiences become a lived experience through artistic realization. Heavy-

Shield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land are seen through a glaze of cultural

memory and they are often a part of a larger deeper story that drifts timelessly in the Kainai

imagination.

The purpose of this resea¡ch is to investigate how memory and remembrance materializes

in Faye HeavyShield's Untitled North End, Kutoyis and body of land by remembering cultural,

historical, family, or individual memories of family, home and land. Through these selected

works a visually oral way of storytelling emerges sharing with audiences an aspect of the artist's

life and history. The parameters of my research are as follows: I focus on two of Faye Heavy-

Shield's art exhibits that occurred in April of 2004. These exhibits include a shared exhibit A

Ouestion of Place (Walter Phillips Art Gallery in Banfi April 3 - May 23,2004) and her piece in



that exhibit, body of land. The second is her solo exhibit blood (Southern Alberta Art Gallery in

Lethbridge, March 13 - April 25,2004). Pieces studied from this exhibit are Untitled, North

End, and Kutoyis. These particular exhibits were visited on the weekend of April 16ú to the 19û,

2004. I will also mention briefly her past and other present work if it applies to relevant themes

that are discussed in personal conversation with HeavyShield.

I have chosen HeavyShield's work as the basis of my research because it presents a

unique opporrunity to investigate how cultural and personal memory function within art. This

analysis is important because the concepts of memory and remembering are not expanded upon

within discussions surrounding art, although for many artists they are present either visually in

the final production or are intertwined in the construction process. The use of memory and re-

mrrnþgnqglëg -gle:¡te¡ qomponent that resonates in particular works of art that is specific to

individual artists. This research will contribute to the growing development of theory in regards

to Aboriginal art as well as place a varied perspective on the experience while viewing art.

Throughout this discussion I use the term "Aboriginal" as an umbrella term to include all

of those whom fit into the First Peoples of Canada, including Métis and Inuit. If knowledge of a

person's community is known I provide it after their name in brackets. Since my research in-

volves one Aboriginal woman who is Kainai @lood), I refer to her in this manner using the

proper Blaclcfoot usage.

As I am by no means a fluent or even a beginner speaker in Blackfoot, I will only use the

basic words that I have learned to define a people or place. For example Siksikaitsitapi means

'the Blackfoot speaking people', this term and the Blackfoot names for the confederacy members

will be used. For a language guide, I consulted with Faye HeavyShield, as well as using Black-

foot Dictionary and Grammar books and Betby Bastien's book Blackfoot Ways of Knowing.



The layout of my thesis is intended to enable the reader to construct an understanding of

one aspect of Aboriginal art. This is seen through my personal experience as I observed Untitled

North End, and Kutoyis and body of lønd, reading creative literature that relates to memory and

remembering, as well as material used from public and personal discussions with the artist.

Throughout my study of HeavyShield's work and the Kainai, I have come to understand a unique

piece of Canada's history that I may not have realized if not interested in the art and literature of

its Aboriginal peoples. I have included the images (archival and exhibit related) within the text

so that the reader is able to see what is being discussed as they read instead of constantly refer-

encing to an appendix.

Because of the reflective manner to which this thesis project had transformed itself, I

dedicated a chapter to my own position within my research and to how it fits into the larger pic-

ture that is Native Studies as a discipline. I felt that it was important to acknowledge and own

my position throughout this research project because it is an honest stance on where I as a non-

Aboriginal researcher am placed.

Chapter Three provides a discussion of the methodologies employed for this thesis as

well as the research methods that were used to obtain my information. Included is a substantial

gathering of Aboriginal art critical theory and creative literature as well as a discussion on the

qualitative methods of 'data' collection.

I further discuss into my chosen theoretical methodologies within Chapter Four, as I at-

tempt to explain memory and remembering in both contemporary Aboriginal art theory and writ-

ing and Aboriginal literature. Personal reflections of my interpretative journeys concerning

HeavyShield's art will be examined in Chapter Five'



Chapter Two

Positionality

In this chapter I will discuss my own position within my research as well as my position

in the field of Native Studies as a non-Aboriginal researcher and academic. I discuss how I de-

veloped both my academic interests and my interest in this particular project. To look at ones

"positionality is not just a question of self-identification in terms of one's race, gender, and class,

but is also linked to procedure, process, and protocol" @igenbrod 65). What Eigenbrod is saying

is important for me as an active participant in the department ofNative Studies because it is how

I approach my work and interests with integrity and honesty that will effect me more so than my

class or race. If I am to continue in this stream of research and working within this field of aca-

demia I must be able to look at myself as well as how I do research in the field. To not recognize

where I fit in to this particular research and to not take ownership of my motives and intentions

when researching, as a non-Aboriginal scholar would go against what I feel the Native Studies

Department stands for as reflecting sensitivity to an Aboriginal perspective. Having been a stu-

dent in both the Undergraduate and Graduate programs in this field at the University of Mani-

tob4 I have learned a specializedway of looking at Aboriginal cultures and lives.

As Eigenbrod explains concerning her own path within Native Studies, "it was not West-

ern but Aboriginal thought that made me rethink my notions of trutlr, objectivity and scholar-

ship" (4). Having previously been schooled in anthropology, which places emphasis on observa-

tional or statistical mechanisms for researclç I have learned many lessons concerning my own

objectivity and subjectivity while being educated in a Native Studies focused department such as

critically looking at what has been written about Aboriginal peoples, how I am placed within that

critique, and diverse and varied worldviews within the many Aboriginal cultures in Canada. It is



important to acknowledge where I have developed my 'subconscious' positions from as well as

stand behind or support in the most honest and truthful manner possible. As Peter Kulchyski be-

lieves, Native Studies presents a sometimes different journey for those who are interested as it

presents an ethical challenge for both Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal researchers that is never

easy (24). Being a part of this field "will involve demanding and sometimes exhaustive constant

self questioning and a constant process of being questioned" (Kulchyski 25).

My positionality in relation to my own notions of Aboriginal culture come from a time

that is earlier than that of my own knowledge of the culture and that is from how my parents

raised me and the knowledge that they instilled in me. I am of English decent and I am first gen-

eration in this country. My parents moved here from London, England to Montréal, Quebec in

1966 and I was born seven years later in the spring of 1973.

Figure 3: My Father Bryan in 1947148 Ken! Engl¿¡¿. He was nine or
ten in this photograpb-



Before they had even made their way to Canad4 my parents, mainly my father (Figure

3), stated that he had read considerable amounts on North American Aboriginal people, in ro-

manticized novels of the western expansion or in historically based books and of course watch-

ing the old Roy Rodgers films. He as a child would play the all too familiar game of 'cowboys

and Indians' with his friends.

My parent's first up-close understanding of Aboriginal art \¡/as seen through the Aborigi-

nal pavilion at Expo '67 inMontreal, where my mother worked, as well as seeing totem poles in

Vancouver's Stanley Park on a trip that they had taken soon after arriving in Canada. When they

arrived in Quebec they come down through the St Lawrence Seaway into Montréal, and my

mother recalls hearing the ship crew telling of their ne\¡/ surrounding histories, including the set-

tlers' and the Aboriginal people's battles and trading routes.

Figure 4: My Mother Carol in 1957 Trafalgar Square
London. She was alrnost eighteen in this picture.



My mother (Figure a) had a woman friend who she worked with who was from Kah-

nawake. Her name was Juanita Delisle and she would tell my mother about the poverty on the

reserve and that the community members would have to come into the city of Montreal to get

jobs because there were none in the community.

My interest in Aboriginal cultures came at a young age and came from two different ave-

nues. First, during summer vacations as a family, we would often take road trips through the

Eastern parts of Canada and through the United States. My father was interested in the history of

Canada and its inhabitants prior to European expansion, and in the fur trade. So each trip in-

cluded history lessons with a practical touch- This involved visiting historic towns and forts that

housed both colonial and Aboriginal pasts. We also travelled to powwows throughout Ontario

on these family trips. This I believe is how my father would teach both my sister and myself the

various pasts of Canada.

ln this family exploration of the historical past, we would also attend 'Rendezvous',

where we and other families would participate in historic re-creations of the past, where we

would dress as people did during the fur trade of the 1700 and 1800's. This often included

camping for weekends at various locations in Canada and the United States. These experiences,

as I now remember, are hard to swallow in some respects because they were based on the appro-

priation of a culture viewed as static. My interests in the representation and appropriation of

Aboriginal Canadian cultures today make the participation in this type of event questionable.

Although we did not dress as Aboriginal people and were more representative of early settlers,

the experience nevertheless makes me critical of its intensions.



Figure 5: My Pre-Kindergarten picture ta 1977,

Orangeville Ontario.

The second connection to Aboriginal culture was created due to my appearance- At-

though I am English, I am darker skinned (Figure 5) than the 'typical' English skin tone. Even

now, although I am much lighter skinned than I was when I was a child, I still do not hold typical

English features. I have often, I think because of associations in the department and with friends,

been mistaken for being Aboriginal.

I became interested in art at a very young age, probably before I could properly read or

write. My father taught me, sharing a skill and passion that he also possesses. Through time I

also became interested in writing, through short narratives and poetry. A lot of my own process

of remembering occurred in this time as it worked well as a means of therapy for situations I

went through or experiences I had. That is perhaps why I feel such a strong connection to the

themes of memory and remembrance in this thesis, because it is so often present in my own

work.
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I often place elements of memory within my own work. I am interested in how 'remem-

bering' works in my art and writing, and how I often reflect upon things, places or people that

have entered my life or are still an active component in it. I have always had a camera on me

since as long as I can remember, and it is often through my viewing of old photographs that my

memories come alive and I feel the way I did when I was there.

My parent's memories of family history are of great interest to me as my only relatives

here in Canada are my immediate family, my parents and sister and I am curious about my an-

cestors. My parents lived through WIMI and the depressiorq and tell stories about their child-

hood experiences. Since they also grow up in different areas in Southeast England (my Mum

from East London and my Dad from Kent), their lives and stories are different as day and night

and at the same time there are similarities. I pull from their memories and build on them with

my own. I wish that I could talk to my Nana, who just turned 90 this year. I wish she could share

her stories and lived wisdom with me; I would learn so much from her. I thought about her a lot

as I researched this thesis and carry her relentless spirit with me wherever my journeys take me.

Unfortunately, she lives too far away for me to see her regularly.

My understanding of Contemporary Aboriginal art come from various people in my life

as well as my readings of Aboriginal art history found in exhibit catalogues, books and articles.

This personal interaction includes my partner Ted who is an artist, as well as from my discus-

sions with artists such as Faye HeavyShield and Lita Fontaine, Steve Loft (also the Art Di¡ector

of the Urban Shaman) to my participation in events such as Manitoba Métis Federation (Àifl\Æ)

Artistic Expressions Art Forum and writing reviews on shows that appeared at the Urban Sha-

man.

11



My post secondary education started as more of a "let's see if we could actually get in"

idea. I honestly had no interest in attending university at all in my life; finishing high school was

a large enough challenge for me to get through. I was accepted to the department of Anthropol-

ogy at Concordia University in Montréal, Quebec. My intention when applying to this school

was to focus on Native Studies, but many courses had been dropped by the time I enrolled and

anthropology was the only department that carried any Aboriginal related material. There were

two classes in my final year at Concordia that were turning points for both my academics and my

interests. The Fine Arts Department at Concordia offered a Contemporary First Nations Art

class taught by Dr. Joan Acland. This is where I was first introduced to the work of Faye

HeavyShield and the work of other contemporary artists in the field. I was fascinated by the art

that was produced, covering so many various mediums but all in some manner being connected

with the process of remembering. At the same time I was taking a First Nations Film course; it

was here that I saw the medium of film used in the same regards. Examples of filmmakers were

Shirley Chee Choo, Alanis Obomsawir¡ Loretta Todd, and Dana Claxton. It was from theses

courses that I began to see how the use of memories and the process of remembering occurred in

the creative arts.

I moved to Winnipeg, Manitob4 and transferred my Bachelor's degree to the University

of Manitoba. I majored in Native Studies and minored in Anthropology. Once completed, I be-

gan my Master's in Native Studies. This was important because I would be able to concentrate

my interests in storytelling, literature and contemporary Aboriginal art, as well as, explore and

expand new discursive spaces in the arena of contemporary Aboriginal Art. It was during this

time that I began writing art reviews for the University newspaper Ihe Monitoban and for the

Urban Shaman Contemporary Art Gallery. It was also during this period that I was given with

t2



the opportunity to create and teach my own course for the Native Studies Department at the Uni-

versity of Manitoba for the 2004 Summer Session. I incorporated my own interests of memory

and remembering in contemporary Aboriginal art in many of the lessons, studying many artists

and their works as well as exploring Winnipeg's art galleries in the context of these themes.

There are few who have written about Faye HeavyShield's art. In art writing, her work

has been written about in exhibit reviews, interviews, and essays that accompany her work in

catalogues. HeavyShield has participated in published interviews, generally inline with an up-

coming exhibit. In an academic sense I am currently the second person to write a Masters thesis

on her work. The previous thesis, written by Candice Hopkins, was written on a different subject

matterl and was for completely different, although somewhat related disciplines. Aboriginal cu-

rator Candice Hopkins uses HeavyShield's work for her dissertation from the Centre for Cura-

torial Studies in 2003. She in turned curated a show of HeavyShield's at the Kelowna Art Gal-

lery for 'body of lond in2OO2. Her thesis was in partial fulfilment of obtaining a degree in cura-

torial studies. My project comes from a Native Studies perspective and will fulfil partial re-

quirements for a Master of Arts degree.

How do I, as a non-Aboriginal academic who is educated by a Native Studies department

fit into the writing and teaching that pertains to Aboriginal art or Aboriginal matters? This is a

question that may not be easily answered. My training is sensitive to Aboriginal people and is

conducted in a manner that is acceptable to the mandates for the Native Studies Department. In a

paper written by Blackfoot artist Joane Cardinal-Schubert for a conference at the BanffInterna-

tional Curatorial Institute in2003, she discusses matters that pertain to the access that Aboriginal

t Candice Hopkins MA thesis focused on the identity construction of two artists, Faye HeavyShield and Elaine Rei
chek; looking at Aboriginal placement in müseums and galleries, as well as how their art works as a means of story-
fslling. This thesis was produced in collaboration with her MA exhibition Mipratine Motifs at the Bard College Cen-

tre for Curatorial Studies Aprtl 13-27,2003 in Annan¡lale-on-Hudson, NY.
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people have to view art produced by her and other Aboriginal artists in art institutions (41), such

as "viewers, organizers, volunteers, managers and patrons" (41). She also states that it is the

Aboriginal community that "Aboriginal artists are interested in communicating wit[ in raising

the spirits of and the people they really do the work for. . . " (41). It is the various cultures and

communities that people come from that give artists the inspiration in their work. As Kulchyski

states the knowledge needs to come from within the Aboriginal culture and not outside it (14)-

Cardinal-Schubert acknowledges that the art has been around for a long time, but what is need it

the text that goes along with it, which compiles Aboriginal art history and is written from within

the Aboriginal art community (41). In my 'outsider' position I do not want to be tolerated be-

cause of my academic background and be what Eigenbrod states about a character in Emma Lee

Warrior short story 'Compatriots', "tolerated by the community out of commitment to a cultur-

ally requested hospitality" (qtd. In Eigenbrod 40).

I faced three limitations in my thesis project. The first limitation is being a non-

Aboriginal involved in academic research that concerns Aboriginal peoples. I am part of the

dominant society and I am privileged as an academic and placed in an authority position on my

chosen subject matter. The second limitation is that I do not speak Blackfoot although this skill

was not exclusively needed to do my research. The third limitation was that I am not formally

art educated. This limitation created challenges for me in writing and critically viewing the

works of art; however, my research was not held back as I did learn visual art methods while

studying HeavyShield's work and accepting criticism from my peers.

In the same way my place of authority or privilege has its benefits on how I can partici-

pate in the Aboriginal arts community, it presents limitations for me as well. Being non-

Aboriginal and therefore an outsider to the particular area of research that I am interested in is a
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position that I accept and I must from this locatioq approach my work with "integrity and intent"

(Rose 2l). I must acknowledge from my position as a non-Aboriginal person that I come from

the side of the coloniser and may not be able to partake in situations that I would like to be a part

of. As Eigenbrod has previously stated in her book Travelling Knowledge's: Positioning the

Im/Ivligrant Reader of Aboriginal Literatures in Canada- in "reading'as an outsider', not only is

openness required but also the realization of being excluded from knowing fully" (43). In my

thesis research I participated knowing that I would not be privy to all information concerning it

or occurring within it. I realize that I will only have limited access to particular people and

knowledge. Curator Charlotte Townsend-Gault states, '\¡rhat emerges is that there is more than

one kind of knowing: that there exists knowledge that can be shared, knowledge that may be in-

timated, a¡d knowledge that should be withheld, to control translatability, in respect for the final

untranslatability of the essence of cultural difference" (Townsend-Gault "Kinds of Knowing"

86). Faye HeavyShield shared with me a lot of information pertaining to the selected artworks.

We also talked about our families and subject matter that had nothing to do with my study; it was

about two people getting to know each other. Some parts of our conversations were discussions

that were not appropriate for this project. I know that because it was our first meeting I did not

expect her to unload her life and she did not. What HeavyShield states about Untitled, North

End, Kutoyis, and body of land is referenced as hertelling me about it in herwords. In my re-

search I do not wish to take the voice of HeavyShield and do not want to be guilty of "theft of

voice" (Keeshig-Tobias Borrowing Power 7l). I also did not tape record her on her request2. I

t I was not able to tape HeavyShield because she had a previous negative experience with an interviewer

who taped her and did not share the recording which contained a lot of personal family reverences and

material that was meaJú to be part of the general conversation at that moment and not to be saved for fu-
ture possible use.
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appreciated this conversation greatly because it made me comfortable interviewing her as an art-

ist and talking to her like a friend. Townsend-Gault states it eloquently when she says that:

Knowledge is willingly being shared, but a point is reached where

translation stops. This point should mark the beginning of a more

broadly encompassing, necessarily humbling, appreciation of the

knowledge of other cultures--of cultural difference. (99)

Other limitations that I experienced in this thesis project were that I do not speak Black-

foot, outside of the use of a dictionary and grammar book. I did not feel that it hindered my par-

ticular research as HeavyShield speaks and writes English. The only Blackfoot vocabulary I en-

countered was in the piece Kutoyis and in poetry in HeavyShield's previous exhibit books. In

these instances t asked ons in regards to the mythical character and thcir

meanings and by looking through the written language aids. Another resource I found useful

was from the Glenbow Museum which offers three languages @nglislr, French and Blackfoot)

on the Blackfoot historical portion of the website which helped me considerably in pronunciation

and the feel of the language. Having taking Cree for many years and also being the Teachers Aid

for the University of Manitoba Cree language course, I know that language holds meanings that

are not necessarily translatable, often dealing with situation, region and time. The creative litera-

ture that I chose for this project had portions that were written in Cree such as Louise Beatrice

Halfe's work and I found myself looking through my o\ryn books and past to understand the envi-

ronment.

The final limitation that I felt in this research was not being formally educated in the vis-

ual and historical arts. The main concern was that this limitation would hold back my writing

styles and critique ofthe material. Participating in this particular research project, I have learned
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some invaluable tools for writing about art. Specific art analysis mechanism such as the Edmund

Feldman approach was used and I now feel more confident in my techniques. This factor works

as an advantage as well because approaching an art-based research project in a Native Studies

manner provides a new theoretical direction and shines a different and new light on the way

Aboriginal art is looked at and dealt with on a professional level, whether it is through writing

critically on art shows or working within a gallery or museum setting.

Although there are limitations present in my work and my future worh I do not think of

them as hindrances but rather methods needed to be examined in order to appropriately work

within a culture that is not of my own.
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Chapter Three

Methodologies and Methods of Research

Traditionally, research pertaining to the art of Aboriginal people was pursued and carried

out within a non-Aboriginal framework. The study of Aboriginal art was generally regarded as a

subset of anthropology, ethnogaphy and collector curiosity. Art items were collected, stolen or

bought, in orderto collect an exotic piece of the past and of the'other'. Very often the artist's

connection to the piece or work was not presented and not seen as an important facet of a culture

that was soon to vanish. Countless pieces lay in glass cases in many country's leading museums.

Michael Ames, Director at the Museum of Anthropology at the University of British Columbia,

states that a typical objective of early anthropological displays was to present the artefacts of

-Aborþinal-cultures-oç-asJheFåave-been-classi.f,ied, 
sfrprimitìve-sseietiesl.:-as-iÊthey-were

similar to those items categorized in natural history (51). This natural history approach associ-

ated Aboriginal peoples with nature, like the flora and fauna (51), and therefore, as Ames points

out, "their arts and crafts were to be classified and presented according to similarity of fornr, evo-

lutionary developments and geographical origins" (51). These collections of Aboriginal life

would be kept in 'Cabinets of Curiosities' (50).

Aboriginal art often did not find itself in art museums because Western art historians felt

it was 'primitive' and did not fit with Western art. Critics also "avoid writing seriously about

Aboriginal art because what they consider to be 'universal art values' are actually twentieth cen-

tury Eurocentric art values" (Walkingstick 15). Art that \ryas generally associated with Aborigi-

nal people was considered craftwork and used mediums such as beads, quills, weaving and bas-

' James Clifford in his paper Histories of the Tribat and the Modern statnstlat the use of the word 'primi-
tive' has in many instances, transformed itself into 'tribal'. He argues that it is also not an appropriate
word when describing Aboriginal people's lives in any respect and that it is another 'þroduct of histori-
cally limited Westem Taxonomies" (19l).
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ketry. On the flipside, if an artist of Aboriginal ancestry creates work that is abstract in form and

not visually 'Aboriginal', the artist then runs into issues that surround her/his work not appearing

'authentically Aboriginal'. This double edge sword effect creates a hard position for Aboriginal

artists to be placed in. A¡tist Joane Cardinal-Schubert has stated that "we are creating works of

art that are cultural signposts that we have to put up; even though our artists have degrees from

ivy league universities and colleges, we are still Native/Indian artists - a category somewhat like

the category of women artist or folk artists - not to be taken seriously" (127).

In order not to repeat imperialist impositions on Faye HeavyShield and her arrwork, this

research was done in a manner that was approved by her. This thesis was not done from a dis-

tance; it included input from the artist on all aspects of its construction. This chapter will look at

the methodologies and research methods used in order to complete this research topic. As a non-

Aboriginal student in an Aboriginal focused degree, it is important to produce a work that is

completed in accordance with the mandates of the Native Studies Department, the local and na-

tional Aboriginal arts community and most importantly with Faye HeavyShield.

Native Studies creates an arena that deals directly with Aboriginal cultures. The position

of researcher takes on a different meaning within this field. Peter Kulchyski, former chair of the

Department of Native Studies at the University of Manitobq states that the department holds a

"two-fold responsibility: having to meet the demands of the academic community as well as

meeting the demands of the Aboriginal communities" (15). This provides the department and

researchers within the department with an opporfunity to create written work that challenges

boundaries and creates a new voice within academia.
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Participants

The primary participant in this research is artist Faye HeavyShield. Secondary partici-

pants include other curators and artists who have worked with Faye HeavyShield and myself as

an observer. I did not interview the secondary participants but information gained from this cor-

respondences and discussions was used for background on the artist.

The interview for this research took place when HeavyShield was in Winnipeg, Manitoba

participating in a Mentor-in-Residence program at the Mentoring Artists for Women's Art

(MAWA), which took place from October llú to November 18û, 2005. The interview took

place on Saturday November 12ü over the course of five and a half hours at Decanter's Winery

and Restaurant in the Exchange District. Along with this interview I auended her public lectures

_at the MAWA on October 15ü 2005 and the University of Manitoba's School of Art on Octo_b,e-r

lgtb 2005.

Methodolog,v and Methods

A qualitative research framework was best suited to for this research. This section dis-

cusses the various practical methods that were used in order to construct and conclude my final

research. My research is based primarily within the contemporary Aboriginal Art Theory, con-

temporary Aboriginal literature and historical narratives for illustrating the themes present in this

thesis regarding memory and remembering. These methodologies also work as practical methods

of research. It is from Aboriginal art theory and Aboriginal literature that an overall conceptual

framework was constructed to better analyse Faye HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis

and body of lønd. Other methods include interviewing (semi-structured and unstructured

modes), a¡chival research, and a modified Edmund B. Feldman Method of Art Appreciation. All
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resources are valuable contributions by Aboriginal artists and writers and Aboriginal-focused

material is best suited for the reasons stated above.

The theory relating to Aboriginal art will begin with a brief discussion of the Woodland

School of Art movement. It will then move to Aboriginal artist Robert Houle who wrote a phe-

nomenal exhibit paper in 1982 entitled "The Emergence of a New Aesthetic" for the exhibit New

Work for a New Generation at the Norman Mackenzie Art Gallery in Regina, Saskatchewan. In

1992, w,to major Aboriginal exhibitions took place in very well known art galleries in Canad4

creating more provocation and theory. These were Land Spirit Power (curated by Diana Nemi-

rofl Robert Houle, and Charlotte Townsend-Gault) and Indigena (curated by Gerald McMaster

and Lee-Ann Martin), both of which fell on the 500-year anniversary of Chris Columbus 'dis-

covery' of the Americas. These two exhibits, among many others, have time and again asserted

the "interconnected relationships between Aboriginal art, political structurg and philosophy"

@ickard 115). Many Aboriginal artworks carry several meanings from the artist's memories and

experiences, to their statements on politics and society, and sometimes include the artist's world-

view.

Since 1992 there has been a large amount of material written about Aboriginal art by both

Aboriginal writers and artists and non-Aboriginal people. Much of what is written is in the con-

text of museum and gallery representation. This is mainly because contemporary Aboriginal art

and artists have had to struggle with their acceptance and presence in the gallery and museum

space. My art-related material ends in 2005 with a collection of papers that were a part of a con-

ference that occurred in November of 2003 at the Banff Centre for Continuing Education enti-

tled, "Aboriginal Perspectives on Art, Art History, Critical \üriting and Community". I will end
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here, as this was the most recent collection of discussions concerning Aboriginal art history and

theory at the time of this research's completion.

Fublications such as gallery catalogues for shows that HeavyShield has been apart of (e.g.

Land Spirit Power) as well as her recently published catalogue for blood and catalogues where

essays were presented discussing Aboriginal art (e.g. Indigena, Reservation X and The Trickster

Shift), will be frequently consulted for this study. There is a wealth of information pertaining to

Aboriginal art and its placement within the discourse of art history found in the pages of these

catalogues. Other written resources will include conference papers, articles pertaining to Abo-

riginal art, exhibition reviews, curatorial narratives and artist statements.

I have chosen to use the creative literature of North America's Aboriginal peoples be-

cause it has been told, sung and written for generations, and it is very much a critical look at their

lives just as theory is, only creatively constructed and written differently. If academics have

these resources available, through the authors themselves or in the public libraries, then we

should make use of what has already been written by the people we are interested in writing

about. Aboriginal (North American) literature will look at the concepts of memory and remem-

bering, as these themes are very prevalent in the writing. Aboriginal critic and curator Guy Sioui

Durand believes that "in the Aboriginal view, the use of orality takes on the trappings of a full

intellectual'aÍea' ... finding its Aboriginal uniqueness outside official structures" (130). The

First Peoples of Canada (and of North America) have always had a verbal traditiorq whether it is

found in speeches, myths, legends, stories, songs, and poetry and have always been a large part

of Aboriginal life. Memories and the process of remembering allow the continuation of oral and

(as well as the written) material to be produced and reproduced.
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Using creative literature as a theoretical base is not seen as a 'conventional theory' in the

academic sense. Writer Lee Maracle supports the use of creative literafure as theory because she

believes that "words are not objects to be wasted; they represent the accumulated knowledge,

cultural values, and the vision of an entire people or peoples" (57).She further believes that 'the-

ory' often allows itself to be understood to a selected few only using "different words in order to

prove an idea rather than showing an idea" (87). The style that is used in theoretical writing is

often complicated and as Maracle stated, it is used to prove a hypothesis of some sort. Creative

literature is written in order to provide the reader with an all-encompassing idea of what the au-

thor is trying to communicate. The language and writing style is not academic as in theory, and

ideas are put forth in an imaginative way, which should be understood in more than one level.

Renate Eigenbrod, in reviewing Beatrice Culleton-Mosionier's In the Search for April Raintree.

in her book Travelling Knowledge's has stated that "although the interdisciplinary nature of

many texts by Indigenous writers lends itself to other than literary approaches, if critical interpre-

tations disregard the complex layering of a worþ they simpli$ not only a style of writing but

also a way of thinking" (xv). This being said, creative literature illustrates how memories and

the process of remembering those memories work. It also illustrates that important material is

not just written from the professional and academic viewpoint, that creative writers also provide

theory and that creative writing is not a'simple' way of writing. Eigenbrod states, "the literary

value of Aboriginal literatures shows the multiple perspectives of its richness, diversity and its

complexities" (36). Guy Sioui Durand states that using Aboriginal 'orality' accomplishes three

things.
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1. It defines a theoretical Aboriginal body creating ideas that renew the

stakes and practices in the broader field of [art].Z.It breathes life into my

critical work on Native Art. 3. Finally it becomes a vehicle for the ideo-

logical struggles to change the preconceptions, prejudice, and ways of the

'soft censorship' that often riddles the world of highbrow culture and,

which, more often than not, discourages Aboriginal thinking from blos-

soming forth in splendour. (129)

Theory is often presented in a manner that only a certain academically trained few can under-

stand and place into contextual situations. Oral stories and the use of creative literature whether

it is in a narrative, play or poetry, reach a larger audience due to being presented in more read-

_g s.

For this study I chose to look at material that concerns the process of remembering. As

many writers bridge the gap between creative literature and 'theory', I will use writers such as

Lee Maracle and Jeanette Armstrong's writings as both creative and theoretical as they do both.

For literature purposes I chose works by Louise Bernice Halfe, Margo Kane, Beverly Hungry

Wolfe, Maria Campbell and the creative writing of Faye HeavyShield.

Interviewing

Semi-structured and unstructured interviewing was used in this research. As I was only

able to interview Faye once because of time and commitments restraints on both sides, we spent

a Saturday (November 12û) together eating breakfast, drinking coffee and walking around down-

town Win¡ipeg. The semi-structured style benefited my interviewing when I needed to discuss a

certain matter or to fine-tune a topic that we were discussing. Semi-structured interviews involve

a series of open-ended questions based on the topic areas I wanted to cover. The open-ended na-
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ture of the question defines the topic under investigation but provides opportunities for both in-

terviewer and interviewee to discuss topics in more detail. The semi-structured approach to in-

terviewing presents a relaxed method that "offers access to people's ideas, thoughts, and memo-

ries in their own words rather than in the words of the researcher" (Reinharz l9). An interactive

research process allows HeavyShield to be a full participant in the research. This method allows

the interviewer to use cues and prompts to encourage the interviewee to consider questions fur-

ther if s/he has difüculty answering questions. In a semi-structured interview the interviewer also

has the freedom to probe the interviewee to elaborate on the original response or to follow a line

of inquiry introduced by the interviewee.

Unstructured interviews have very little to any structure at all. The interviewer goes into

the interview with the aim of discussing a limited number of topics, sometimes as few as one or

two, and frames the questions on the basis of the interviewee's previous response. Although

only one or two topics are discussed they are covered in great detail. This method of interview-

ing can be long and seems unfocused but may produce interesting side topics to the interviewee

and gives them the opportunity to discuss material at great length (Schensul, Schensul & Le-

Compte 135). This method creates an atmosphere of good conversation and can ease the process

for both myself as the interviewer and for Faye HeavyShield as the interviewee. This method

worked as a better approach to my researctq considering the setting of the interview. It was help-

ful to have my questions for the semi-structured portion available, as I was be able to maintain an

open conversational approach, while still sticking to questions at hand. Through having some

knowledge of the Kainai, the Standoffcommunity and HeavyShield's artworþ my interview di-

rection was better informed.
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Archival and Historical Methods

There are thousands of archives in North America that are maintained by a number of

unique organuations such as federal, state/county and municipal governments, churches, busi-

nesses, historical associations, universities, and military branches. An archive is a repository for

unique records of enduring value. Records that are housed in archives a¡e often one-oÊa-kind or

at least are very difficult to replace if lost, stolen or destroyed. It is not necessarily the age of the

records that give them their value; rather, it is the content and research potential of the docu-

ments that warrant their preservation in an archive. Archives are designed to provide users with

access to the records while maintaining a stable environment for their protection.

I gathered historical information from the Glenbow Archives in Calgary, Alberta when

studying Untitled, North End, Kutoyis and body of land. The material on the history ofthe Kainai

and the Siksikaitsitapi came from history books written by Aboriginal writers and historians, as

well as early ethnographic documents on that region and people.

I will use archival methods of research, such as photographs and historical writing to

place a historical framework onto va¡ious pieces of HeavyShield's work as well as providing a

brief history of the Kainai people and the Siksikaitsitapi @lackfooÐ In many of HeavyShield's

artworks, historical material appears in a visual manner. I will use historical text in either the

form of oral stories (that have been written down by historians and/or anthropologrsts) or in eth-

nographic literature that illustrates the connections to historical remembering. In Native Studies,

the historian's role is not always separated from the material that slhe is researching or writing

about (Kulchyski 21). This is because much of what occurred in Aboriginal history is still occur-

ring today such as poor living conditions and racism. On the positive side, past occurrences and

cultural survival are still remembered in contemporary life in the form of oral traditions, storytel-
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ling and cultural traits. In the same way those memories can also carry the history of abuse, ne-

glect, and unhappiness. So for the Native Studies scholar it is important to recognize that all of

these elements are present in the fabric of the person who they are researching. Many of Faye

HeavyShield's creative works contains memories that have historical material embedded within

them that was passed to her through stories and her family.

Edmund B. Feldman Method of Art Appreciation

The Edmund B. Feldman Method of Art Appreciation is a structured way of observing

and investigating art. His method provides a set of practical procedures that are used in order to

arrive at a final interpretation of the artwork It consists of four steps: l) description, which

looks at the objects that are found in the work and describes the elements found such as colour,

line, shape and form; 2) formal analysis, which looks at the relationship among elements in the

art;3) interpretatioq dealing with discovering the meaning of the piece of art and can involve

establishing the mood of the worþ the setting in which it is placed, the context that surrounds the

work, as well what the artist's possible intentions were in the art; 4) evaluation, which is the final

assessment of the arbwork and which involves critique, assessment, and deductions (Feldman

47t-494).

For research in visual arts, there are elements having to do with discovery and interpreta-

tion that can be used to extract data dealing with personal ideas, observations and interpretations.

Edmund B. Feldman believes that although these four steps of art critique can easily and often

overlap, they are fundamentally different operations (471), "moving from the easy to difficult

and to the specific into the general" (471). In visual analysis this information may bear on prac-

tical issues or underlying theories, on matters of intention (the imaginative concepts that lie be-
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hind the worþ, ways of assessing what is done, or the process of actually handling materials and

techniques.

I modified Feldman's approach for observing and analysing (Jntitled, North End, Kutoyis

and body of lønd, to include HeavyShield's voice, both in discussions of her work and her

memories, concerning iconographies of Kainai, Aboriginal art history, archival and historical

material that related to the Kainai, and previous experience in post-modernist and post-

colonialist readings. The main pu{pose behind looking at art in a formal way is to show how the

intended or not-so-intended meanings are communicated in an aesthetic object.
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Chapter Four

Memory and Remembering in Aboriginal Art and Literature

This chapter creates a contexrual framework in which Faye HeavyShield's (Jntitled,

North End, Kutoyis and body of land can be examined. As well, this chapter discusses how re-

membering and memory occur in the contemporary art and literatures of Canada's Aboriginal

population. Themes of family, the land and home will be expanded upon as these are visible in

HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyls, and body of land and appear in her discussions in

both her public and private discussions. There is a lack of specific Aboriginal theoretical writing

on memory and remembering as it appears in contemporary Aboriginal art and literature, so I

pulled many examples from art exhibit catalogues, creative narrative and poetry for this study.

ffi -
For Indigenous peoples the process of remembering means to de-colonlize. The processes

of forgetting for Aboriginal peoples appear in many levels and that can involve the larger com-

munity and the smaller family units within that community. Generations of Aboriginal people

have internalized the assimilation process and families are born into forgetting. Maori scholar

Linda Tuhiwai Smith states that, as:

Families were torn apart, extended families separated through displacement to re-

serves and over national boundaries, and children were taken away for forced

adoptions...the aftermath of these pains were borne into individuals or smaller

family units and sometimes were unconsciously or consciously destroy through

alcohol, violence and self-destruction...turning their pain inwards and letting their

suffering give way to the desire to be dead. (146)
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Smith furthers that it is "this form of remembering is painful because it involves remembering

not just what colonization was about but what being de-humanized meant for our own cultural

practices" (146). Assimilation was a colonial mechanism intended to destroy the Aboriginal cul-

ture and people. By disconnecting families, either in adoption or through children being placed in

the residential school system, family life was greatly changed by this upheaval, affecting not

only the initial generation but also the generations that followed. The definition of home changed

as well as Aboriginal people were forced onto Reserves without adequate family structures,

houses or appropriate living conditions. The aggressive move of the settlers and colonizers to

take over Aboriginal land was, as well, a part of the larger picture of Aboriginal assimilation into

dominant culture. HeavyShield's constant evocations of family, home and land are integral to the

decolonizing process of remembering. All three factors of family" home and land carry a lot of _ -

traumatic memories but they also carry positive individual and culturally confirmatory memories

as seen in HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis and body of land. These can be seen in

HeavyShield speaking her Aboriginal language, her strong connections to traditional ways (i.e.

the burial rite and ceremony) and stories from and about family members.

The decolonizing process can be seen in the works of Aboriginal artists and writers in the

refusal to forget and in remembering of both the good and painful memories that go against the

assimilation of colonization. For writers, the colonizers took away their language and their use

of orality or oral stories and taught them English in order for them to forget who they v/ere as

Aboriginal people. In their resistance (whether it was known as such or not), they began to tell

their stories again in the English language and in writing so that it would not be forgotten and

people could read and re-read these histories. ln art, a similar process occurred but in this re-

spect it was in the adoption of western techniques and art forms. Aboriginal visual artists trans-
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formed their memories and remembering into art, created with the colonizers tools, and refused

to forget. Linda Tuhiwai Smith believes that, "both healing and transformation become crucial

strategies in any approach which asks a community to remember what they may have decided

unconsciously or consciously to forget" (146). This act of remembering and not forgetting are

both positive and/or traumatic and is a transformational process, which and can be seen as a form

ofresistance.

Resistance in this instance is what Bill Ashcroft in Post-Colonial Transformations (2001)

describes as a feature that "manifests itself as a refusal to be absorbed" (20). In other words, re-

sistance is contained in what is already present and created by the colonizers, and puts them in

such a position so that they work as tools for the colonized (20). Ashcroft furthers the definition

_of resistance to be where the "real_¡:h_anges occur with_ordinary_peoplel{20ln

regards to Aboriginal art, many artists have refused to abandon their cultural history when mak-

ing their contemporary arr. Artists place their histories and experiences within the art using

memory, tradition, and contemporary mediums to present their work. Ashcroft goes on to say

that post-colonial transformation is more powerful then violent resistance because it is "relentless

and becomes so intertwined into everyday life and imagination that it reaches people living in the

lowest levels of policy making or active rebellion, to encourage a change in their cultural exis-

tence" (20-21). This transformation can be seen in a quote from Joane Cardinal-Schubert, when

she explains how Aboriginal people have carried with them the memories of their histories and

culture:
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We were the first campers on the land. Our travois were our trailers and RV's.

'We 
were the first astronomers and environmentalists. We used pigment that has

survived on rock faces for thousands ofyears and had our own stone tablets - the

mountains and the clifffaces - where we recorded our history. We made ceram-

ics. Our installation sculptures of Sweat lodges and Sundance have stood for

many years before they went back into the earth after their use. Our rock rings

and medicine wheels are every bit as remarkable as Stonehenge or the pyramids.

We were the first performance artists and maintain that dance tradition. We have

evolved into the 20ù Century as a people with our culture intact, and it is our reÊ

erence to these traditional ways that continues to teach us and strengthen us. (Car-

dinal-Sqhrrberr "TLthe Rert" 117) _

Joane Cardinal-Schubert explains above that it is the process of remembering and the

memories that a¡e carried with each culture and individual, that provides strength and creative

inspiration for the present and future generations. The carrying forward of traditional knowledge

in the form of storytelling and art strengthens identity, cultural and individual, and shows that

Aboriginal people have continued. Cardinal-Schubert's quote illustrates the staying power and

use of oral traditions and the visual arts in the Aboriginal culture.

Throughout history human memory has been seen as an archive from which specific

items can be retrieved in the process of remembering. In order not to forget, people have memo-

ries- Memories stem from experiences that a person or group of people have throughout their

lives. Every individual has unique memories of places, people, sounds, and smells that are per-

sonally significant. Memory is intensely personal, intensely powerful. For each of us, our

memories establish where we have been and who we are.
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Memory and the process of remembering is something that all humans share, experienc-

ing it in varying degrees. In the past, oral cultures used memory as a storage device as a "place

where cultural material gets placed and is usually in the form of stories; it is these stories that tell

people who they are and who they have always been" @allenger 792), transmitting entire bodies

of knowledge (Schöler 134). Today, Aboriginal cultures, who in the past were primarily oral, use

methods such as literature and art to transmit cultural material. Aboriginal writer Lee Maracle

agfees and states that "memory is significant, \rye are who \rye are by what we remember and what

we do not" @¡gþçe i).

Aboriginal Art and Literature

The literature of North American Aboriginal people is an example of how memory and

remembering is integral to the human spirit and as Aboriginal writer Wendy Rose believes. the

literatures "provide information about the culture of both writer and subject" (17). Many stories

that I have read both for this project and out of interest appear to be fictional autobiographies.

Each story, poem, or novel speaks of experience through the character's lives and can be a part

of the writer's o\in memories or memories of people they know. "I remember...I remembel''

ergfaqe >orviii), writes Métis writer Emma LaRocque. She believes that this insistence on remi-

niscing for Aboriginal writers comes from a shared experience of dispossession (wxiii) and a

"haunting and hounding sense of loss that drives one to reminisce" (vuxiii). In a poem entitled

'Nostalgia" written by LaRocque, the capturing of memories is felt in another way through the

ability to remember detail rather than through photographic film or paintings in order for memo-

ries to be recalled. As she writes:
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Where does it go?

the log cabins,

woodstoves and rabbit soups

we know

in our eight year old hearts?

I tried to hold it

with my Minolta

As Sapp stills it

with paint and brush.

I ran out of film

Memories and remembering cannot solely be captured in an art form, as there are ele-

ments present in memories such as emotion, smell, touch that cannot be properly reproduced.

The process that occurs when creating the work of art can bring forth many memories. As

HeavyShield has stated in lectures and personal conversation, the action and the time it took to

make the cloth bundles for Untitled and Kutoyis placed her in a position that was meditative.

This provided her time to remember her ancestors and her family (2005). This does not neces-

sarily transform the memories in a way that is translatable as obviously as it would be if she were

just to create photographs or paint pictures as Sapp did (in LaRocque's poem). There are only so

many memories that can be captured for others to know and experience.

Siksikaitsitapi educator and scholar Betry Bastien believes that "decolonization entails

remembrance, specifically remembering the teachings of kaaahsinnoonik4 the ways of the an-

cestors and the ancients" (a7). She further states that:
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Remembering is an obligatory ingredient for the completion of the past in a man-

ner that is respectful and honours the losses, as we honour the strength of the an-

cestors and acknowledges their gifts to our present generation. Remembering

means drawing on the strengths of my own past from which I can carve a future.

It is the past that carries us into the future and contributes to the journey of the

present. (47)

As Bastien describes, it is in the memories of the past and their remembrance that

strengthens an individual's and a culture's identity. Remembering gives the person or people

ownership over their experiences (i.e. against assimilation) and provides them with the power to

move into the future. Artist Joane Ca¡dinal-Schubert comments on this process in relation to art

when she says:

We must continue our process (of waking our spirit and examining our own art

theory), which begins from inside our o\¡/n cultural contexts, to further examine

our art forms in relation to the existing repositories of this cultural knowledge and

acknowledge it as a contemporary continuum of the people we come from-the

people we still are. ("Flying with Louis" 34)

Cardinal-Schubert's goal is to find a place within contemporary Aboriginal art discussion

that acknowledges the ancestors through the memories of cultural knowledge, which made it

possible for the present artists to be where they are today. She further states, "in order to survive

on this planet we must go back to the knowledge of the past" (34). This remembrance occurs in

the way that she wants it to be known that this land is Aboriginal and that Aboriginal artists have

always been here (34).
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This process of remembering occurs because Aboriginal peoples have been "accustomed

to remembering their histories and their ways of life through intricate time-proven processes of

storytelling" (Hobson 2). Hobson further states that remembering the relationships that Aborigi-

nal people have with the land and the past that a renewal in strength will create a cultural con-

tinuance as a people (11). The arlworks of HeavyShield's that have been selected for this study,

Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land, all show that remembered Kainai traditions have

created a renewal of her cultural identity and solidifies where she came from and where she is

going. Writer and theorist Lee Maracle states, "In our memory is housed our history, we are an

oral people: history, law, politics, sociology, the self, and our relationship to the world are all

contained in our memory" ('?reface" i). Aboriginal American author Anna Lee Walters states in

her poern, "Come, My Sons" that:

It is important to remember.

It is in remembering that our power lies and our future comes.

It is the Indian way. (24)

In this quote the indistinguishable line between past and present and the act of remembering is

invested with the power to see and to shape the future. Many of the writings I came across in

examining this concept made the point that the past has great influence over the future.

In the past one hundred years and specifically since the 1960's, Aboriginal artists have

produced a substantial body of work that addresses aesthetic, cultural, social, and political issues

that are of relevance and concern to the Aboriginal community. Their efforts parallel those of

Aboriginal writers, scholars and rights activists who have revealed the pleasure and pains of con-

temporary Aboriginal life in order to effect change. Aboriginal artists hold an important place
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within society in that both Aboriginal people and non-Aboriginal people see their work, allowing

for viewing by a larger audience.

Political activism in the 1970's had helped politicize the Aboriginal artist (including, but

not limited to writers and visual artists), bringing questions of identity, both individual and col-

lective into play. Within theoretical spheres, shifts of modernism to post-modernism and post-

colonialism gain greater popularity, which aided in the "breaking down of institutional canons

and acceptance of pluralism that had weakened the ethnocentrism of the art establishment" (Ne-

miroff35-36). However, this'breaking down'was not of a fundamental scale. For example, in

1988 an exhibit in Calgary, The Spirit Sings exhibit, created large amounts of controversyo.

The contemporary arts in Canad4 including those of the visual arts and va¡ious literary

circles, is made distinct by questioning the nature of art and its surroundings and what art_h_as

been about historically, what it should to be about, and the intended audience. This questioning

of how art works in today's world has been accompanied by experimentation and originality.

Canadian Aboriginal contemporary art and literature are questioning history in its own terms and

producing works of monumental importance.

Artist Doreen Jensen (Gitksan) has stated that"art is a holistic thing, it tells the history of

the people and it is a way of communicating that history from one generation to the next" @!y

Home as I Remember 140). She further believes that "in my language there is no word for art,

4 
The exhibiti on The Spirit Sings: Artistic Traditions of Canada's First Peoplesopened at the Glenbow Museum in

Calgny, AlberÞ, on 14 January 1988. This exhibit proved to be the "most controversial museum representation of
Native art in Cflâdian history" çPhillips 13). The exhibit was controversial on various levels. First the controversy
occurred with the Lubicon Cree and their supporters. They stated that Glenbow had taken a political stand because it
bad accepted money from Shell Oil, which had drilled on land claimed as part of the traditional land of the band
@hillips 1990, You:rg Man 1990, Vogel 1990)- A second debate was with repatriation of sacred a¡ticles from muse-
runs as well as the "question of authority in the museological interpretation of Native cultures @hillips 13). A ttrfud
issue was the lack of contemporary representation of the Aboriginal arts population As Alfred Young Man points
out "why didn't the Glenbow Museum in Calgary show the work of living, producing, contemporary artist of Na-
tive ancestry and include them in the book as well? There are at least a few tìat are notewofhy and tecbnically pro-
ficient as any currently producing modern artist!" (72).
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this is not because we are devoid of art but because art is so powerfi;lly integrated with all as-

pects of life; we are replete with it" (Hands of History and Give Back 17). fut was incorporated

into daily life and it may have had ceremonial uses as well as having been practical uses and aes-

thetic character. Examples of these art objects are woven baskets, pottery and beadwork. She

further states that, "when European people first arrived, they found Aboriginal people creating

beauty, culture, and historical memory" 07). Hundreds of years ago, as settlers started to stretch

across Canada there was already a system of remembrance and a continuum of historical and cul-

tural memory occurring within the arts.

In regards to visual, oral and written storytelling, remembering and memory is an active

participant. The storyteller has the responsibility of carrying the oral traditions and the oral histo-

fies of a people in order to make certain that they are passed on to the next generation accurately

and that the contexts of the stories are not lost (Crowe ix). Julie Cruickshank learned while re-

searching the stories and life histories of three Athapaskan and Tlingit women elders that it was

important to the women to have their stories placed both in their languages and in English so that

their grandchildren could read and know them (16). In Aboriginal culture for example, "stories

are not just stories, they are told and retold so that they resonate in the present, not as myths and

legends but as a vital piece of history" (Hopkins How to Get Indians in the Art Gallery 196),

Hopkins goes on to say that these stories are important in that they "teach critical lessons and

cultural values" (l 96).

In researching blood and body of land which occurred in the shared exhibit A Ouestion

of Place in Banff (2004), three themes seemed to run through each. These themes are of family,

home and connections to the land. Sometimes these are clearly separate but usually they are all

worked together as one movement. Often it is very hard to disconnect family, home, and the
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land because all themes seem to be entwined with each other and if one is not working the others

begin to weaken. Writer Sandra Laronde states that "home is at the centre of our lives; it is about

people, land, culture, and what we dream; the way in which we remember 'home' is crucial"

(iii).

Many catalogue essays written by and about Aboriginal art and artists contain discussions

that concern memory, and remembering is clearly apart of the art and of the process, if not by

mention specifically, then in its contextualization. It is seen in art productions such as bead and

quillwork, basket weaving, totem and mask carving and painting (to name only a few) and it

connects to the 'contemporary' arts of mixed medi4 sculpture, installation, oral storytelling, per-

formance and painting.

A movement in Aboriginal art that reflected the-placi:rg-o-f_-lrnemories andJhe-remem-

brance of stories is seen in the Woodlands School of Art, This 'school' grew out ofNorval Mor-

riseau (Sandy Point Ojibwa) and then \¡/as expanded by with Daphne Odjig (Wikwemikong

OjibwaÆotawatomi), Carl Ray (Sandy Lake Cree) and Jackson Beardy (Garden Hill Odji-Cree)

among others (ROM 1977; Berlo and Phillips 1998; Mcloughlin 1999; Rushing Itr 1999). This

style of work injected the legends of the artist's community on to painted surfaces. These artists

used both their own experience and their communities' oral legends making them come alive

visually. For many Canadian artists, the recollection and the "creation of visual art was insepa-

rable from the task of recording an endangered heritage of Aboriginal spiritual belief, oral tradi-

tion and history" @erlo and PhillipsZ2g).
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Figure 6: Ted Oster Unily 2004 Acrylic on canvas 20x261n. Photograph courtesy of the artist.

The Woodland School still produce artists who are associated with this stylistic mode and

a recent example of this can be seen in the art of Winnipeg artist Ted Oster (Garden Hill). His

work invokes his memories of his childhood pulling ideas from his home and the land that sur-

rounded him in his youth. He grew up in Northwestern Ontario in the 'bush' and spent a great

deal of time getting to understand and know his outside surroundings. In Figure 6,'(Jnigt',he

presents the viewer with an image that he saw quite regularly, as many types of birds populated

the area where he lived. Although the image is simplistic in its display of a bird and a forest, the

remembering process is what is important here. Shown abstractl¡ the bird is seen in autumn

colours. Living beside the water, Oster often saw a variety of birds in his daily routine. He uses

the image of the bird regularly as well as the circular movement of the trees to show beauty, ele-

gance and ties to both home and land. This is how he visually reproduces his memories, creating
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images that give him strength and build upon his relationships to animals, birds and to the land,

all of which he considers to be home and a part of his family (Oster).

Memory and remembering is present in Robert Houle's exhibit paper "The Emergence of

a New Aesthetic" for the exhibit New 
'Work for a New füneration (1982). This monumental pa-

per is a first of its kind to appear in the pages of an exhibit book because it illuminates the chang-

ing face of Aboriginal art in the contemporrry arl sphere. It highlights the work of artists who

come from two different aesthetic traditions: the North American Aboriginal and the Western

European (2) and were trained in the visual arts, art history, and art education. The exhibit

showed imagery that was both traditional and contemporary, using Aboriginal signposts with

western mediums and techniques, which is different from what has previously been seen within

,_the walls of art galleries and museums. What is also changing is the artists are becoming more

involved in the development of their art - in the creation of exhibits and in the writing about their

art. As Houle states:

it is reassuring to see that these native artists are committed to involvement in the

polemics of modern art. For such a commitment is crucial to the reconstruction of

cultural and spiritual values eroded by faceless bureaucracy and atheistic technol-

ogy. It is an opportunity to regenerate pride to a segment of society too often sub-

ject to gross neglect and unforrunate indifference. (3)

As well, at this particular historic moment, is a direct political engagement, through artis-

tic production, aimed to create a better life for Aboriginal people, in order to heal and to inform

the public of the particularity of being colonized peoples (Houle 2).

Aboriginal artists have always been trained in methods, aesthetics, traditions, and tech-

nology according to the traditions of their respective nations. Many artists choose not to abandon
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their cultural history when making their contemporary art. Artists place their histories and ex-

periences within thet art using memory, tradition, and contemporary mediums to present their

masterpieces. As Doreen Jensen explains:

Our elders have nurtured the important cultural tradition against tremendous odds.

It is time for us to sit still, and let these powerfirl, precious teachings come to us.

Our elders bequeathed us a great legacy of communication through the arts. (Jen-

sen Give Back l8)

Doreen Jensen is an example of an artist who is remembering her ancestors and their

skills through her work and it can be understood in the above quote from her. She produces con-

temporary and traditional clothing, performance art, including songs and dancing, as well as

carved masks (Ilands_qf Hislqry and S.v==e=P_ggk 25). She describes herself as a "'traditional _ ___

Gitksan artist', noting that the designation includes all of her roles as mother, historian, teacher,

grandmother and political activist, as well as a visual artist" (25).

Nineteen-ninety-two was a busy and monumental year in the field of Aboriginal Art, both

artistically and theoretically, creating what Huron-Wendat art critic Guy Sioui Durand (Huron-

Wendat) states as being "an intellectual trail of Indigenous orality on Aboriginal art that has

blazed out of an interesting critical mass" (141). Two examples of exhibits that have come out

of this critical mass occurred in this year: Land Spirit Power and Indigena.

Land Spirit Power was the first exhibit of its kind to house an internationally recognized

all Aboriginal exhibit at a National gallery. In the introduction of the exhibit catalogue, all three

curators state that "art is a form of cultural capital and it must be a locus of shared knowledge

and history. Native artists carry in them the memory of the land - place at its most primordial -

as a spiritual and political legacy; being apart of this legacy, in all its richness and its moral re-
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sponsibility, is the subject of this exhibition" (Nemirofi, Houle and Townsend-Gault 13). Faye

HeavyShield participated in this exhibit and in her piece (Jntitleds, she looks atfhe placement of

the teepee and the fort. Untiiled (1992) is the sculptural resolution of the artist's exploration of

the conflict between Aboriginal and European forces, represented by the images of the teepee

and the fort. The circular amangement projects a sense of a sacred, enclosed space and at the

same time a feeling of openness and clarity. The journal writings from which this piece emerged

explore the idea of the fort. The artist's intention in the sculpture is to redefine this image. As

such, the traditional heavy, wooden ba¡ricade has been shaved down to a skeletal form, and re-

arranged into the shape of an open and inviting circle. The image of the fortress also symbolizes

colonial barriers. Its pared-down, almost ghostly form is then a visual metaphor for the freedom

to-rnol,e-throu gh traditi onalå ar+i er-s

Memory of the land, where both architecture and the body work together, is seen in

HeavyShield's work body of land. HeavyShields "sculptural metaphors of the human body and

architecture come from her earliest and strongest recollections of her childhood as a Blood in

southern Alberta" (Houle Faye HeavyShield 154). As curator Charlotte Townsend-Gault ex-

plains "a different way of 'knowing' appears in the artist's working through of her spiritual rela-

tionship to the land, to show tïat 'land' and 'spirit' are not really separate terms" (76). The

themes of 'family' and 'home' are terms that cannot be only understood as separate entities.

The process of remembering creates a new way of knowing; instead of highlighting his-

torical battles or figures such as chiefs, or military peoples, there is a move towards more social

and community-based histories (Townsend-Gault 88). Taking for example Untitled, North End,

' This piece is not the same as the stud.ied Untitled in the blood exhibit. This particular piece consists of
twelve carved, wooden poles that are placed in a circle, resembling the wall of a fort or the support beams
ofa teepee.
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Kutoyis and body of land, HeavyShield incorporates her own personal histories, both in social

traditions (seen in North End and the process of ceremony and ritual in Untitled and, Kutoyis) and

in familial ties (through her parents burial ritual and her memori es in Untitled of her brother) into

her art works creating her own sense of 'home' within the gallery walls. As Betty Bastien states,

it was "in coming home that I remembered the context for making sense of my personal past and

our tribal past" (49), where "coming home begins with the self' (48). Taking an example from

Rebecca Belmore's discussion of Ayum-ee-sawach Oomoma-mow(m from Townsend-Gault's

exhibit article in Land Spirit Power:

My heart is beating like a small drum. And I hope that you mother earth can feel

it. Someday I will speak to you in my language. I have watched my grandmother

live very close to you, my mother the mme. I have wafched my grandmother

show respect for all that you have given her...Although I went away and left a

certain kind of closeness to you, I have gone in a kind of circle. I think I am com-

ing back to understanding where I come from. .. (97).

In this opening address by Belmore, the act of remembrance is clearly evident. She remembers

her cultural identity and acknowledges her family's close ties to tradition and knows that the

only real way for her to be whole is if she remembers. Her contribution to the Land Spirit Power

exhibit also provided a recollection of family and cultural memory, in particular a piece entitled

For My Kolatm, where she had a box wrapped in soft pelt made of masonite (the action of un-

wrapping resembles the opening of the Ojibwa medicine bundle) - once unwrapped it contained

another box that was decorated in Ojibwa beadworþ accompanied by her grandmother's voice

speaking the language that Belmore does not speak (Townsend-Gault Rebecca Belmore 115).
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For the Indigena exhibit in 1992, the second of the monumental Aboriginal exhibits dur-

ing this year, the artists involved were asked to remember, re-construct and re-write the last 500

years of history from an Aboriginal perspective. So as both McMaster and Martin point out in

the introductior\ art then "functions as an expressive outlet for ideas of change, with a re-

evaluation of history as the artist's primary objective" (19). Siksikaitsitapi (Kainai and Piikani)

artist Joane Cardinal-Schubert creates work that is, according to Janet Berlo a "politically

charged, powerful body of painting and installation art that confronts the viewer with the histori-

cal violence done to Aboriginal people's bodies, their connections to land and their cultural heri-

'. tages" (232). This can be seen in Cardinal-Schubert's Preservation of a Species: DECON-

, STRUCIT4STS (This is the House That Joe Built) in 1990. Her worþ accompanied other Abo-

' riginal artists' who presented remembering in context with 500 years of colonial dominance. _-

Cardinal-Schubert's piece "reveals an aesthetic and symbology gleaned in part from the historic

past and in part from the artist's life and experience; this has enabled her to create work that is

created from a historical, personal and culturally significant standpoint" (McMaster and Martin

Indigena 130).

Cardinal-Schubert's piece examines memories that came from the residential school ex-

perience. As an installation piece, it persuades the viewer to experience those memories along-

side the artist, either invoking recollection in viewers who shared similar experiences or showing

those who did not partake in it to feel what it is like to be in another's shoes. Remembering his-

tory (whether it took place two hundred years ago or twenty years ago) plays a large role in the

memories of Aboriginal artists and can be seen in the artwork examined in this research.

Language is an important factor in the retrieval of memories, whether the artist or writer

knows their language or not, as we will see in Louise Beatrice Halfe's Blue Marrow. when she
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interjects Cree into the text and talks in the tongue of her family members. In the exhibit cata-

logue for Nations in Urban Landscapes (1997) in Vancouver, British Columbi4 Faye Heavy-

Shield is quoted as saying that "forh¡nately for her (in regards to her residential school experi-

ence) that she had choices of an 'other' (vs. Catholic religion) way of seeing that was strength-

ened by my parents and grandparents, by the land and by -y language" (qtd. in Crosby 15).

Halfe's book Blue Marrow contains expressive and powerfi.rl poetry, written in several tones,

such as English, Cree and broken English. She uses these significant levels of dialogue to tell an

Aboriginal history that her ancestors experienced and of her own contemporary encounters. As

Faye HeavyShield pulls strength and creative inspiration from her grandmother, so too does

Halfe in this book. Halfe acknowledges the importance of remembering her grandmothers and

_ passlqg on their varied knowledge when she poetically states:

Grandmothers hold me. I must pass all that I possess,

Every morsel to my children. These small gifts

To see them th¡ough life. Raise my fist, tell the story.

Tear down barbed wi¡e fences.

@þcÀ4anqw s)

Louise Halfe incorporates her language of Cree @lains dialect) within the text. The use

of injecting Cree words and phrases throughout the text aids her remembrance process, as she

states, "these crumbs of memory serve me with deep affection and fear, my Nohkomak (grand-

mothers), the four of them. How will I remember them?" (5) She remembers them in producing

a historical account of Aboriginal and white relations during the fur trade era, re- writing history

from an Aboriginal perspective, honouring their memories and experiences, and speaking their

language. As is stated on the back cover of the book, it is a piece of literature that "celebrates the
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inheritance from generations past" @ack Cover). The incorporation of language is part of the

remembering process.

HeavyShield incorporates Blackfoot in her poetry and in her art. The installation Kutoyis

is created from a Blackfoot word and is about the mythical character that is a large part ofBlack-

foot storytelling. HeavyShield through her memories creates her telling of Kutoyis and in turn

generates a visually-oral way of storytelling.

The contemporaÍy arts in general, and the Aboriginal arts in particular, encourages the

viewer to explore possible mental and emotional levels not usually provoked. As I witnessed

when observing HeavyShield's worþ my own memories and my own process of remembering

was triggered when I placed myself amongst her creations. I am not Aboriginal but I was able to

pull from a commonality of home and familv, which when discussing this with HeavyShield was

very much what she hopes her art can do where it does not matter what culture the viewer is

from (HeavyShield Nov. l2).

Playwright Margo Kane's one-woman show Moonlodge is an example of a literary and

artistic piece that illustrates how remembering works within one's own consciousness - pulling

and bringing forth memories that have disappeared through her layers of lived experience. It is

the story of Agnes who is snatched from her home as a child and placed in the foster care system

in an attempt to assimilate her into the dominant culture. The story of Moonlodge is "framed as

a memory" (Eigenbrod 176), using the characters' "perception of events as they happened or are

remembered" (Kane 176). Through her writing, Kane emphasizes the thought process of

Agnes's journey as she is remembering. For example as Agnes "struggles with a sudden mem-

ory" (Kane 326) of her family she "stands and relives" the memory of a bird flying in her

mother's house and "pieces more memories together" (326) as they flood her mind while she
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remembers her father, games she used to play and eventually the moment when she and her sib-

lings were taken from her parent's home, and it is the last time that she ever saw her mother

Sane 327).

Kane's process of recollections begin with the young woman's discovery of her identity,

starting with her memory of her new sedentary lifestyle where she remembers "moving and mov-

ing until I didn't know where I was or where I was going or where I came from" (327). Her

connections to home and family are displaced and replaced through the foster care system. The

lack of a stable home and positive familial connections as well as the gradual erasure of her cul-

ture (identity) sets the stage (no pun intended) for the remainder of the play to flow though a se-

ries of historical glances of Aboriginal displacement and loss of self. Agnes "transforms herself

, _ at various stages into her parents" her foster mother, a biker, 'wannabees'. and Native p-gop-le 

-who become her friends and her guides" (Eigenbrod 174). An example of this is seen when

Agnes as a young teen at school develops a crush on a Aboriginal boy, who both intrigued her as

well as scared her to death because Agnes believed that "he could see the Indian in me, he

looked right in and touched it with his eyes; he knew me but I did not know him" (Kane 332).

Agnes's character in Moonlodge goes through a journey coming to memory that does not

start until the character is much older and reflects on her life. The story is created through the act

of remembrance and creates an atmosphere of re-establishing memory. For the character Agnes

it is a journey'home'. Home for Kane includes family and identity (both cultural and individ-

ual). At the start of the play Kane explains the importance of the Moonlodge and is acknowl-

edges its importance in knowing where you come from and where you go back. She mentions

that her relationships with the other women who share the lodge with her are compared with her

aunties and her sisters, and she acknowledges the women of her community as being a part of her
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family and therefore a part of her sense of home. It is at this point that she lays herself down on

the blocks that are on the stage and begins to reminisce.6

This eventually leads to the awareness of particular memories. It is through remem-

brance and reflection that Agnes is able put together the events that occurred in her life. Kane's

use of interjecting cultural signposts in her play parallels HeavyShield's use of Kainai cultural-

specific modes in her work. In Kane's Moonlodge, she fuses memory and its connection to iden-

tity through storytelling as the dialogue of the main character of the play. HeavyShield creates a

dialogue with the viewer through her artwork in blood and in body of land. Installation art al-

lows the person viewing the work to become involved it its meanings and interpretatiorq which is

harder to achieve in a painting.

Althoush Fave's exhibits for blood and her oiece body of land contain material that was

of historical importance and provided contemporary evidence that her cultural traditions were

still alive and not a thing of the past, I do not believe that this was the extent of the meaning for

this exhibit. It was a personal journey for her that she graciously shared with the public, which

intermingles the historical past and present.

The connection to home, if looked at through the lens of decolonization, can be seen in

Maria Campbell's quote below. She has realized that the personal journey for her must start

from within herself as she remembers the negative and positive memories that her home pro-

vided for her. She realizes that although her people \¡/ere gone and the land had changed, she

was still there and that her memories do matter and are apart of who she is.

u I have not personally seen Margo Kane perform her play Moonlodge in a theatre, but have seen a video
of it that she has available for viewing on her organiz¿fisa website fi¡llcircle.ca.
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Going home after so long a time, I thought that I might find again the happiness

and beauty I had known as a child. But as I walked down the rough dirt road

poked through the broken old buildings and thought back over the years, I real-

ized that I could never find that there. Like me the land had changed, my people

were gone, and if I were to know peace, I would have to sea¡ch within myself.

(Campbell2)

This quote from the book Halfbreed by Canadian Métis writer Ma¡ia Campbell (7973) re-

flects a u/ay in which remembering works to bring about particular memories, and shows that her

past which is gone can at the same time take affect memories that cannot be retrieved. The use

of my own memories and the process of remembering that invokes similar experiences to those

qtated in Campbell's qu

writer. Much like Maria Campbell's opening quote, my going home, to the house where I grew

up was far different from the memories that stayed vivid in my mind. The land that surrounded

Campbell and the home that she once knew \Ã/as gone, but it still remained a part of her mental

and physical fibre.

Recognizing history, from either a personal or community perspective, is part of the de-

colonization process. History attaches itself to a person's life and has many effects that can

manifest itself in negative or positive \¡/ays. Knowing and acknowledging history and building

from it in a positive manner is power, and it can be used to rebuild and transform coÍrmunities

and individuals.

Faye HeavyShield is from the StandoffBlood reservation in Southern Alberta. She was

born in 1953 and is one of twelve siblings. Her family lived at the north end of the reserve on a

cattle ranch. Use of memory and recollection in Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land
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involves many variables such as family, the land and home. Aboriginal artist and curator Robert

Houle, and curators Lee-Ann Martin and Janet Clarke h¿ve statedthat memory and remembrance

are key elements in Faye HeavyShield's work. HeavyShield's art transformsthe space of the

gallery into a vehicle for experiencing, her memories but also creates an ¿ìrena for triggering the

viewer's memories, and for HeavyShield memory is the most important factor in the creative

process (Clark a).

Other factors that are apparent in Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land are the

noticeable environments that surrounded her as a child and as an adult, all of which have a tre-

mendous influence on her productions. The formal quality of her work is "balanced by a strong

sensitivity to materials, both in her understanding of their physical properties and within her con-

_sideration for the cultural associations that they convey" (blood Exhibit Statement 2004). In

1992, Ãboriginal artist and curator Robert Houle stated that HeavyShield's "use of those cultural

signposts, such as language, ceremony, and animals, work as a mnemonic devices that bring into

visual being objects that are to her, fragments of reality as they appear without the traditional and

familiar conventions of perception" (lloule 154). In2004, the same can be said about Untitled,

North End, Kutoyis, and body of land Each work contains signposts such as storytelling, family,

tradition and ceremony, all of which are created through abstract means that are personal to her

and not perceptually obvious. Her inspirations come from her intense epistemological placement

of the self, as well as her ceremonial connection to remembrance.

HeavyShield's artistic production challenges Western notions and classifications that

have surrounded Aboriginal art for decadest. She creates work that is open-ended, inviting many

t The last quârter of the 19ü century and the early 20ù c€ntury was a period in which museums and institu-
tions established their immense etlnographic collections. Both antbropologists and ethnographers objectified Abo-
riginal cultures by placing their everyday items into categories to better understand them. This perpetuated the cate-
gory of the 'other'. The exotic allure of far offpeoples remained a priority in the minds of many that have shrdied
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interpretations and resisting potentially limiting categoitzations. The raw natural materials she

places in Untitled North End, Kutoyis, and bo$t of land are a part of her reality and the mean-

ings in these works are often as raw and natural. Her use of basic design evokes the viewer to

look deeper into her work and "consider the deeper aesthetic issues, perceptions, information and

meaning" in the work (Archuleta 56), resulting in a powerful relationship between "forces,

forms, space and meaning" (56).

Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land carry multiple meanings and layers and

this can be a part of carrying so many various roles: such as mother, daughter, sister, friend, art-

ist, Aboriginal person and the various editorial processes that occur when producing art or writ-

ten material. HeavyShield "records important aspects of her own history as a Blacldoot womar\

in residential school, in the city, on the Blood reserve. and on her land" (Crosby 16). Stating in

an interview in 1992, HeavyShield believes her sculptural insights come from memory and not

just her own @aele All). They also come from "my father's memories, ffiy mother's memories

and from stories my grandmother told; when she used to tell me these stories I felt I could close

my eyes and I was there" @order Crossings 49). HeavyShield states that much of her informa-

tion comes from "my grandmother's stories, which were full of magic" @order Crossing 52).

Her grandmother's stories come alive in her exhibit blood in the work Kutoyis, where she re-

members the stories that her grandmother, Spotted Eagle would tell HeavyShield of Kutoyis's

them as Theorist James Clifford points out "intensive fieldwork, pursued by university trained specialists, emerged
as a privileged" sanctioned source of data about exotic peoples" (24). Anthropologists, such as Franz Boas, collected
and documented Atnriginnl articles in the name of preservation and education. "They sought out the oldest and the
most authentic pieces; observing that the Aboriginal culture was in peril and that they should save its vestiges for its
science" @erlo 3) and that the ethnographic museum *of the 19ù century validated colonial collecting and conserv-
ing as a reinforcement of a particular system of values" (Acland 90). This process is what James Clifford has coined
the 'Salvage Paradigm' (t2l). Another example of the salvage parädip can be seen in ttre work of photographer
Edwa¡d Curtis. His photographs of the 'Nofh American Indiân' were carefirlly posed renderings designed to convey
a particular view of lhe Indian" (Francis 41). Robert Berkhofer Jr. has also stated that Curtis reconstructed the 'þast
when he could no longerfind the disappearinglndian way of life" (102).
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adventures (IleavyShield). In an interview in 1992 with the magazine Border Crossings. she

tells of an instance where her Grandmother shared stories:

Whenever my parents would go into town for groceries or something, she stayed

with my younger sister and me. I think telling stories are how she kept us in line.

Her favourite saying was,' I'm not allowed to tell these stories until the sun goes

down, otherwise I will go blink.' The stories themselves v/ere scary and beautiful

and sad. @order Crossing 52)

Memory theorist Thomas Butler acknowledges that memory "is not only what people

personally experiencg refine and retairl but what people also inherit from past generations and

pass on to the next" (13). Much of HeavyShield's remembrance it seems translates itself across

the two worlds of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal, mainly in her memories of residential school

and of her surroundings. This is often seen in her art works and writings that are about her ex-

periences with the Catholic religion and her Kainai upbringing, where she often juxtaposes ico-

nography from both. As seen in this poem from the exhibit She. A room full of V/omen at the

Thunder Bay Art Gallery in 1994:

nii tan nii koh she

My name is she

I pray to Natosi

My life is filled with ritual

The strand that fall when I brush my hair

Must be kept must be buried

I pray for strength I pray for my family

And I pray that when the solstice arrives
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I am offmy moon so I can dance with the others

And not by myself on the hill

My name is she

I pray to Jezus

My life is filled with ritual

I dip my fingers in holy water before toughing myself

I pray for salvation I pray for my family

And I pray that when thy kingdom comes

I am without sin so that I can dance with the others

And not by myself in hell.

Although she has stated in the past that she does not practice any religion (Bgr¿ef-.1Çrc$:

ings 50), her experiences with religion in her youth still appear in her work, as is seen in the con-

struction process of blood. In her public lectures HeavyShield explains that the process of weav-

ing the string and making the cloth bundles is much like praying with the Catholic rosary, saying

a prayer to each \ilrap or bead (lleavyShield). I understood this connectior¡ but in relation to the

Mala, the Buddhist prayer beads; in the same manner in which praying is done with each rosary

bead in the Catholic religioq the Mala is used when repeating your mantras, by rolling each bead

between your thumb and ring finger. This constant motion and focused-thought and reflection

provide the same tranceJike meditation that HeavyShield experienced as she weaved and con-

structed the materials for Untitled and Kutoyis.

Remembering her close connections to her family is also evident in much of her artwork

through the years. "HeavyShield's installations masterfully integrate complex and intertwined
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notion of family, home and history" (Martin Maps and Territories 8). This is apparent in the way

that North End is created to represent both her parents, and situates her upbringing on a ranch at

the north end of the Kainai reserye. For HeavyShield, home, family and her hisory are all very

much connected. The public lecture that I attended of HeavyShield's in Winnipeg included her

showing images of her family, mainly her father's mother, Spotted Eag)e. During my interview

with her, I showed her the stage I was at with my research, which included images of my own

family for my positionality chapter. She was very pleased that I had included them, as many of

the exhibits that I was studying had to do with family and remembering family. She also stated

that it was especially good for my son, who would then have something to read in the future

about my worþ and that this was important eleavyShield).

Her exhibit catalogue for blood also-contains many-famiþphotographs¡halare*shorml--

before her poetry portion of the publication. In her artist acknowledgements for the blood cata-

logue, she thanks her family and very eloquently with conviction and strength states:

My parents blessed me with language,

kindness, and strengtb my bothers and

sisters taught me loyalty and my children

give me hope. This is blood. (aS)

Brief History of theKainai

The Kainai are today situated in Southern Alberta just south of Lethbridge. At first con-

tact by Europeans in 1691, the Siksikaitsitapi @lackfoot Speaking Real People) covered alarge

geographical area that went all the way north to the Ponokasi-sahta (North Saskatchewan River),

west to the Rockies, south to the Otahkoi-tah-tayi (Yellowstone River) and east to the Sweet

Grass Hills @astien 9). This territory also expanded far beyond Omahski-spatsi-koyii (Great
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Sand Hills, which is now Saskatchewan) (Old Person, 4). The Siksikaitsitapi all speak the same

language and comprise four groups or nations: Aapaitsitapi ('White pelt Weasel people'- also

known as Kainai or Blood); the Siksika @lackfoot); Aapatohsipiikani (Norrh peigar¡ located on

the Canadian side of the border- they are also known as Skinnii Pikani); and the Aamsskaapipii-

kani (South Peigan, located in Montana and also known as the Blackfeet) @astien 9, Old person

2-3). Old Man or Napi was the one who gave the Siksikaitsitapi their language as it is told in

this story:

After the flood (in which the world was created), Old Man mixed the water with

all different colours. He summoned all the people together by whistling. He gave

one man a cup of one kind of water and said that he would be child of these peo-

this process several times. He then told all the people to talk and each goup

talked differently. Those who were given the black water however all talked the

same, thus forming the Siksikaitsitapi. This all occurred at Chief Mountain.

(Wissler and Duvall, l9)

The creation of these three distinctive peoples (the two Peigan peoples possibly being

counted as one larger goup) within the Blackfoot-speaking group comes from a story about Old

Man or Napi and his three sons (Wissler and Duvall 7). Within this story it states that when Old

Man saw that his sons and their families were starving from the lack of game in the area, he de-

cided to take the matter into his own hands and go searching for better sustainable lands. As

quoted in Bird Grinnell's depiction of their early history:
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There was an Old Man that had three sons, all were grown and had wives and

families. Upon seeing his family starving, he called to his sons and their families

to go with him to find new lands, which would contain an abundance of food.

The travelling was hard and slow as the mountains were steep and the women had

to carry the smaller children. After finally reaching the last peak, they camped

near a small stream and rested. The next morning the three sons went out hunting

for their people and were unsuccessful. Their father was a very powerful man so

he made some black medicine and rubbed on his oldest sons feet. This medicine

made the son run very fast and he was able to catch up to a cow and kill it- The

people ate well and once again the children ran and played. Old Man gave his son

the name Siksika" which translated to Blackfoot- and this name would he his chit-

dren's name as well, The other sons became jealous after hearing of this and

wanted their own names as well. Old Man agreed to give them names but only

after going to war - one son went to the south and the other travelled east. It was

winter when the one that went east returned. He had scalps with him as well as

some of the enemies' weapons. His father named him Kainai. The other son did

not come back till the middle of that winter; he also carried with him scalps and

weapons of the enemy, However he was dressed much differently than they had

ever seen and he received the name pikani. (Earl)¡ Blackfoot History, 156)

Before reservation times the Kainai, much like the rest of the Blackfoot-speaking people,

were nomadic and regularly travelled back and forth from Southern Alberta and Northern Mon-

tana (Goldfrank l7). They were also were mainly made up primarily of warriors and hunters.

As the buffalo/bison was their primary source of food and sustainability, they would move in
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grouped family units and follow the herds (17). The land on which the Blackfoot nation of today

live was not always their land, as this is due to other Aboriginal nations pushed westward @ird

Grinnell 159 and Science 457).

Anthropologist George Bird Grinnell in writing about the Blackfoot Peoples in 1892 w-

gued that they were not originally from the land to which they now call home. In Grinnell's dis-

cussions with the elders of that time, who he says, "had minds that are stored with the history of

the past" (158). Grinnell states that in these discussions he learned that they had once lived north

of the Red Deer River and very rarely travelled soutt¡ due to other Nations living in those areas

such as the Crows, Snakes and some branches of the Dakotas (158). He furthers states that they

were once a timber-inhabiting people, much like their other Algonquian language counterparts

and inhabited an area around Lesser Slave Lake, AlLerta(l5g)

Figure 7: lr4ap of Treaty 7 (in grey highlight) as well as the Kainai
land allotment (seen here in the mustard colour). Originat map
found in the book The True Spirit and Origns of Treaty 7.
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On Septembet 22,1877,Treaty number 7 was signed between the Blackfoot Confederacy

and the Queen of England at Blackfoot Crossing in Alberta. The Siksikaitsitapi members saw

this treaty primarily as a peace treaty between the two large nations. It was intended to facilitate

a means of peaceful co-existence with the newcomers, and to provide economic stabilization for

the people due to the loss of the buffalo/bison (their major form of sustainability) and a recogni-

tion that the land was now shared by new settlers @loodtribe.org, 2005). This treaty demanded

that the Blood people "give up their traditional hunting territories and in turn they would receive

a reserve based on five persons per square mile as well as other benefits (these included monies,

farming tools, cattle and ... education)" @empsey, Indian Tribes of Canada 2l). Treaty 7 in-

volved an area of 50,000 mi2 (approx . 80,467 km2) of land south of the Red Deer River and adja-

gure 7

Just after the signing of the Treaty, reserve lands were placed alongside the Bow River

for the Kainai, the Siksika and the T'suu T'ina. The Chief at the time, Red Crow, was not con-

sulted on this decision and felt it was not appropriate for his people and felt that their own lands

further south would be better @loodtribe.org, 2005). Red Crow selected for the Blood the land

between the Waterton River and the St Mary's River, back to the Rocþ Mountains and as far

south as the Canada - US International Boundary (2005). It is said by Louis Cropped Ear Wolfe

that Red Crow would only settle when his people would get that specified area (Kainayssini

Imanistaiswia lOmin).

In 1882, J-D. Nelson surveyed a reserve for the Kainai Tribe, comprised of 70g.4 mi2

(approx- 1140 km2). The southern boundary was set at 9 miles from the international boundary

@loodtribe-org). However, in 1883, the reserve was resurveyed, without explanation or consul-

tation with the Blood Tribe. As a result, the reserve was reduced to 547.5 mi2 (approx. ggl km2)
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(2005). In 1883 offrcials approved that move and made up a new treaty with the Blood that cre-

ated their reserve, bordered on the north and west by the Belly River, on the east by the St. Mary

River and moved south between the two rivers - this is the reserve that the Kainai still hold to-

day, having over 9400 members (both on and off reserve) and their current territory consists of

2000 km2 @ird Grinnell Blackfoot Tales 22), mal<tng it the largest reserve in Canada. @empsey

Indian Tribes of Canada 22). This areq seen in Figure 7, includes the main settlement that is the

community of Standoff, Alberta, and the other communities within this nation include Moses

Lake, Leverr¡ Old Agency, Fish Creeþ Fort Whoop Up, and Bullhorn.
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Chapter Five

Findings:
Examining the works Untitled, North End, Kutoy,rs þlood exhibit) and the body of

land (a Ouestion of Ptace exhibit)

The focus of this research is with two exhibits of Faye HeavyShield's. The first is a solo

exhibit titled blood (curated by Joan Stebbins and Joseph Andersons), which took place at the

Southern Alberta Art Gallery (SAAG) in Lethbridge, Alberta from Ma¡ch t3th to April 25th,

2004. The second exhibit is a shared exhibitione called A Ouestion ofPlace (curated by Candice

Hopkins), shown at the Walter Phillips Art Gallery $PAG) in Banff, Alberta. This exhibir took

place from April 3rd to May 23'd,2004.

Throughout my examination, I write from a personal position as viewer and researcher

and as such, these a.re my interpretations. The artist's voice will be heard through her interjec-

tions or her discussions as learned through public lectures and personal communications. As

Hopi writer and academic \ù/endy Rose states,"the reader should not be misled into thinking that

they are reading, seeing or hearing a Native work; they must be helped to understand that they

are being given an interpretation from another culture...the audience/reader should be told what

the piece is and what it is not, who the performer is and who the performer is not" (23). I de-

scribe HeavyShield's selected aúworks and interpret them from my standpoint, as well as plac-

ing them within contemporary, historical and cultural contexts.

t Joan Stebbins is the principal cuxator for the SAAG. She has worked at the gallery for twenty-six of the tbirty
years that the gallery has-been open. Joseph Anderson is the librarian and assistant curator for the gallery anâ
helped in the installation ofblood (Anderson 2006).
n Other artists included in this exhibition were Jimmie Durbam' Brian Jungen, ZachanasKunuk, Cheryl L'Hiron-
delle andTnrmanlowe.
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blood

The SAAG consists of three gallery spaces, two on the main level and one on the upper

level. The blood exhibit took place in the lower two galleries: the Main Gallery covering 2400

square feet (approx. 731m'¡ with a ceiling height of 12 feet and seven inches (approx. 3.8 m);

and The Alcove Gallery, which is 300 square feet (approx. 9l m2) and a ceiling height of ten feet

and two inches (approx. 3 m). HeavyShield's exhibit is comprised of nine pieces: three in the

main gallery (Untitted, North End, and Kutoyis) and five graphite drawingslo in the Alcove gal-

lery. For this discussioq I am only concerned with the material that appeared in the Main Gal-

lery. Figure 8 shows the floor plan of the SAAG.
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at the Southern Alberta Art Gallery in Iæthbridge,

A catalogue, published after the exhibit in November of 2005, includes all of Heavy-

Shield's artworks from the Main and Alcove Galleries, as well as an essay written by Comanche

t0 These five graphite drawings of blood were originally photocopies on transparency ttrat were ttren

drawn onto the walls of the Alcove gallery. All were 8l/2 xll in size (in original format). The six im-
ages covered the East, South and West walls and ordered from East to West they are as follows: concept

drawing (of exhibit) for Alcove Gatlery #1 (East Walt), fax message for Alcove Gallery (South Wall #1),

game score for Alcove Gallery (South Wall # 2), concept drawing and photograph for Alcove Gallery
(South Wall #3) and concept drawing (of exhibit) for Alcove Gallery #2 (West Watl).
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writer and curator Paul Chaat Smith titled Stand Off in Lethbridge. Black-and-white and col-

oured photographs are included in the catalogue, showing the installationsrr. Old family photo-

graphs of HeavyShield's are also shown in the catalogue and appear at the introduction of a se-

ries of eight poems written by the artist which ties in directly to the exhibit.

The title of the exhibit plays on the word 'blood'. It symbolizes familial ties as well as

the name of the nation to which she belongs. In HeavyShield's public lectures, she describes her

connection to physical blood as something comfortable and not necessarily associated with vio-

lence. HeavyShield's recollections of this come from memories of the birth of a calf on her

family ranch and the force that is produced through childbirth (HeavyShield University of Mani-

tobar2). She believes that this is "new blood, blood that carries oxygen to all parts of the body,

like the stories that carry sustenance to the women who hear then¡ who absorb them through

their skin, their bodies" (IleavyShield and Lemecha Venus as Torpedo 11).

HeavyShield's explosive poetry demonstrates another avenue of memory and her process

of remembering. HeavyShield connects aspects of family, home and the land in this poem and

includes her impressions ofwhat blood means to her:

Blood is familiar

It may be the name

Of a colour red or rust

According to time

Or a place

The blood reserve

t' Thtee extra black-and-white images of the a¡tist's exhibition are found in the catalogue tlat was trot a part of the
initial slrow. These a¡e an artist's e>¡ùibition plan (81/2 x ll graphite on paper), photographs and dates for North
End (e,ach 8l/2 x ll, photocopies on transparency).
tt I wü be using the short form U of M to replace the full description of University of Manitoba from this moment
forwa¡d in this chapter.
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It may be for giving

Birth for girls each month

It may be a site

Of wounds life

Draining into the ground

Dear brother

Familiar. (45)

This poem demonstrates the various layers that appear in this exhibit and expresses how

her memories are not just connected to one single event, but are a layering of many facets of her

life. This poem in its entirety directly reflects the themes found within the installations that are

included in the blood exhibit.

The exhibit blood is a personal and abstract representation of her family and of her par-

ents (HeavyShield Manitoba Association of Women Artistsr3 and U of M). For HeavyShield this

exhibit is "about, and to her family" (lleavyShield U of M). This exhibit presented connections

of her ancestral memories about ceremony, Kainai traditional values and rites and the continu-

ance of oral storytelling.

I felt immediately comforted by HeavyShield's work as I entered the main gallery space.

Her arfworks Untitled, North End, and Kutoyis are crisp, clear and non-intrusive. All three crea-

tions support HeavyShield's visual autobiography, which is transformed through stories from her

memory as past events and current conceptualizations become the subject of the installation

pieces.

tt I will use the short form MAWA in place of Mentoring Afists for Women's Art from this point on in this cbapter.
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Untitleda

Untitled was the first work of HeavyShield's that I noticed when I entered the gallery.

This sculpture, shown in Figure 9, is comprised of approximately forry lengths of string, hanging

from the centre of the gallery's ceiling, and draping to the floor to a length of fourteen feet in to-

tal (4.2 m)rs. Each string varied in length from twelve to fourteen feet long (3.6 to 4.2 m) and

was painted the colour of red ochre. Small cloth bundles, measuring 1.5 inches (3.8 cm) in

length with a diameter of a small adult's thumb, are tied to the strings that hang from the ceiling.

Colour variations of the red ochre are seen in the cloth bundles. The original white colour of the

string appears in segments where the paint did not saturate. The bundles are attached to the

string at varying intervals and are also painted in red ochre. Each bundle is frmly secured to the

strins with a strins tie and each has the extra end-string carefully trimmed, so that it is no longer

visible, creating the illusion that the bundle is glued to the hanging string.

to At the time that I viewed this artwork, the informational label tìat accompanied the work had listed this work

under the neme (Jntitle4 it was only after hearing HeavyShield discuss the work at her public lectures was I made

aware that blood wzs also a neme she used in describing ir
ls Dimensions were confirmed with Joseph Anderson via email corresprondence in January 2006.

Figrue 9: Untitled at SAAG. 14' ir length April 2005.
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This is an impressive sculpture. Untitled stands majestically, forming a cylinder that con-

nects ceiling to floor. It continues its journey as it moves outwards across the surface of the car-

pet. String forms the outer cylinder and it fills the sculpture (Figure l0), creating the look of a

solid mass. The vertical line resembles a solid funnel filled with blood that pours across the

floor. The object is three-dimensional, allowing for movement around its base. The texhrre of

the string and the bundles was rough and stiff from the paint, but each string was nevertheless

moveable, although not enough that it contorted the original form.

Figure l0: 'Untitled' at the SAAG, 14' in length- April 2005.

Untitled is the focal point of the room. It is placed squarely in the centre of the Main Gal-

lery and is positioned in equal distances from North End and Kutoyis. The movement of the

string on the gallery floor spreads towards the other two installations in the Main Gallery (Figure

l l), connecting the spread of 'blood' to the other parts of the exhibit. The ceilings in the gallery

appears to never end, as the sculpture disorientates the view and gives the illusion that the funnel

starts beyond the boundary of the white ceiling.
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The use of repetition occurs throughout this work: the hanging string, the countless bun-

dles, the time, patience, and repeated action that HeavyShield experienced as she constructed

Untitled. Aboriginal writer and theorist Paula Allan Gunn notes that, "repetition has an entranc-

ing effect" (228), and repetition "refocuses attention to the central concerns" (228). The physical

and mental process of binding and wrapping the cloth bundles, and the weaving and wrapping of

the hanging strings creates an atmosphere that defuses and expands the mind. Its constant

thought and meditative nature creates a state of consciousness that Gunn calls 'oceanic' (228).

Gunn goes on to say that repetition:

Is hypnotic and the person's attention becomes defused. Distractions from the or-

dinary life are put to rest so that the larger awareness can be put into full con-

sciousness and function. It becomes a way of being one with the universe, for the

person loses consciousness of mere individuality and shares the quality of con-

sciousness that characterizes most orders of being. (228)

HeavyShield has commented that the experienced meditative process that happened during the

weaving and bindin g of Untitled was tedious and entertaining at the same time (fleavyShield

MAIVA), and resembled the action taken when a person prays with a rosary, saying hymns for

each bead (HeavyShield MAWA & U of M). This process can be understood as ceremonial, as

HeavyShield took the time and worked through bundling and wrapping each single piece of

cloth, thinking of family members both alive and dead and escaping into her unconsciousness.
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Figure Il; Untitled al SAAG, 14' in lengtb- April 2005

As I considered this piece within the context of ceremony and ritual further interpreta-

tions came to mind. Having a life force such as blood coming down from the sþ reminded me

of a story that I had read about the mythical figure of Star Woman" and how she was sent down

to teach the Kainai, among other Siksikaitsitapi, the Sundance ceremony. Sebastian Chumak's

collection of stories by various Siksikaitsitapi in the early 1980's, titled The Wisdom of the

provides an example of Star 'Women's travels to earth and her distribution of the Sun Dance

ceremony:

16 This book is based on the stories of 48 elders on reserves, with archival research by A¡ne Hemingway, special

collections research by James Baker, field research by Shelly Heryford @lacldoot Reserve), Brian Maluta @lood
Reserve), Bruce Healy @eigan Reserve), and written by Sebastian Chumak The Canada Heritage Foundation

fimded this research in 1988.
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Evening Star took Feather Woman to sky country. He brought her to the Sun (his

father) and the Moon (his mother). For many moons she was happy with Evening

Star and even bore him a Star Boy. Evening Star warned her against touching or

going near the big turnip (Mother Turnip) because the great Spider lives there.

One day her curiosity got the best of her and she began to dig the big turnip, she

got the turnip out and stood down looking at the big hole in the sþ. From far

above she was able to see her people's camp and became very homesick. From

that day on she was very sad and cried often. Her husband knew at once what she

had done and told her that she had to now go back to the earth people. Evening

Star asked the star-women to weave a big basket of red willow (that would hold

Star Woman and bring her back to earth). The Sun then asked Great Spider to

spin a long braided rope that would hold the willow basket with Star Woman in-

side. Then one night, Evening Star lowered her through the very same hold that

she had dug up and she began her decent to earth. On her head she wore the holy

headdress Natoas [that] Evening Star had placed onto her head and it was the

Holy Woman's Sundance Headdress. Moon gave her the sacred turnip which was

dug up as a gift to the Blackfoot. Star Women was then told to teach the Bloods

the Sundance, Okan, the Sun had taught her. Evening Star then said that 'when

you go back home, take with you these gifts and teachings to help our people, to

unite your people. Bring them the songs of the Okan'. (179-182)

The string in HeavyShield's work is reminiscent of the long braided rope that the Great

Spider spun for Star Woman's decent to earth, while the bundles of cloth relate to the woven red

willow baskets, each descending down the rope to give the Siksikaitsitapi their ceremonies and
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teachings. As the teachings and journey come closer to earth they are spread to all Siksikaitsi-

tapi. This is seen through the movement of the red ochre string strewn across the floor.

Figure 12: Kainai sweât lodge at
Sundance grounds, Southern
Alb€rt4 1903. Photograph cour-
tesy of Glenbow Archives, Cal-
gary, Alberta NA 2313-25.

The string in Untitled reminds me of an old photograph that I saw while looking through

images at the Glenbow Archives in Calgary Alberta, showing the remains of a Siksikaitsitapi

Sundance lodge (Figure 12). The image of the lodge shares similarities to the strings in Untitled

that hang from the ceiling: The hard, coarse branches of the lodge resemble the texture of the

paint-soaked strings and the lines are similar in their exposed and vulnerable forms.

The installation Untitled is about her brother who passed away at the age of twenty-nine.

Faye HeavyShield wanted to show the beauty that she saw in his life and in him as a person

(HeavyShield U of M). The work Untitled is a ritualistic memorial to those who have passed

before her in her ancestral line (IleavyShield).

North End

HeavyShield's North End (Figure l3) is a graphite drawing of two trees on the north wall

of the Main Gallery. Each graphite-drawn tree has variable dimensions and stands at approxi-
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mately ten feet in height and 20-25 inches in widthrT (approx. 3 m x 51-63.5 cm). There is no

colour present in these drawings, only varying shades of grey and coal (monochromatic). The

two images are illuminated by six track lights on the ceiling, highlighting only the trees on the

wall. Other light comes from the slot windows at the east side of the gallery. North End is

symmetrical in design, of equal weight, and the images vary slightly in the distribution of the up-

per branches.

Figure 13; North End 10' H x 25" W, SAAG inLethbridge Alberta April2004

Both trees have two dates written into their top branches. The left tree has the dates 1910-1971

and the right tee has 1916-1991 in solid, stencilled numerals (Figure 13). The tree on the left

has smooth and continuous tones. It is shaded in such a way that it appeæs as though the light

source is coming from in front of the tree. The tree on the right (Figure 14) contains harder lines

and darker shading, with less light movement in its trunk. The variance in tones and shading

throughout the trunk ofboth trees creates an accurate appearance ofbark. In the upper braches,

17 Dimensions confirmed through email correspondence with Joseph Anderson in January 2006.
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the lines are thinner and more fragile looking. The lighter shading occurs in the thir¡ upper

branches at the centre of the tree just below where the dates are placed.

Figure 14: North End,IO' H x 25" W,
SAAG in Lethbridge Albert4 April 2004

The two sets of dates that are seen in the trees (1910-1971and 1916-1991, Figure 15) are

the birth and death dates of HeavyShield's parents. Her father is represented on the left and her

mother on the right. I became interested in their placement and significance in the trees. In fur-

ther researclq I discovered that this was a burial rite of the Siksikaitsitapi.

Figure 15: Dates tnNorth End,l0'Hx25" W, SAAG, April2005-

According to historical writer George Bird Grinnelf the "dead were often placed on a

platform and could also be placed in a tree, lodge or even on the ground within a lodge for bur-

ial" (193). In the Kainai tradition, when a person was prepiled for their journey in deatt¡ objects
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that the person held close to them were buried with them to take into the next world, to aid in

their journey (IleavyShield). Grinnell adds, "that upon a person's deatb the nearest female rela-

tions would immediately prepare the body for burial" (193) and it was the women that would

participate in public wailings and mourning @empsey 21). Another part of the mourning process

was that traditionally the women would slash their legs and rub charcoal into the wounds

@empsey 2l). The use of graphite in drawing North End can be taken to signifli HeavyShield's

incorporation of this tradition within her construction of this work. Historical writer Hugh

Dempsey has stated that death among the Kainai \ryas "treated with the utmost respect" (21) and

Kainai writer and historian Mike Mountain Horse also remembers this burial ritual (71-72). An

example of this rite can be seen in Figure 16 from an archival photograph that dates to 1880-

1883.

Figure 16: Kainai surfaceburial near StandoffAlberta 1880-1883. Photo is Courtesy of Glenbow Museum Archives,

Calgau-y, Alberta-

Faye HeavyShield has publicly stated that she presented her parents in this manner in or-

der to honour them in death as she did in life (HeavyShield). This method of burial allows the

body of the deceased person to exist in its natural form and not one that is made up with makeup
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and physically disturbed with embalming (HeavyShield). In a poem written by HeavyShield,

which is included in the catalogue, she discusses the importance and significance of this cultural

and traditional rite. She remembers the ritual in this way.

At rest

In the arms of this tree going home

Wrapped in your riches of good deeds

Bravery and grace

We sing piercingly so ahead they may know

It's you

In the arms of this tree coming home (39).

For HeavyShield, the connection to home goes beyond the walls of a house and reaches

into her cultural background and her family. In this poem, coming home for her is about re-

establishing cultural connections, strengthening her identity as a Kainai person and is an honour-

ing of her parents. In our discussion of North End,HeavyShield told me that even the choice of

tree is important and took her a long time to find the right one. She eventually found a tree along

the Old Man River in Alberta and duplicated it on the wall for both her mother and father

(HeavyShield).

The placement of North End onthe north wall of the gallery is significant as HeavyShield

and her family lived on the family ranch in the north end of the Standoffreserve ([IeavyShield).

It is historically significant because her family ranch is a cattle ranch. The Kainai were given

cattle to herd in the late 1800's after all other agricultural means had failed (Goldfrank20-22).

By 1897 and well into the frst decade of the 1900's, cattle farming began to make money and
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there was an increase in cattle population (Goldfrank 23) , providing an income for the reserve

and the families.

Kuto)tis

The third artwork of HeavyShield's that appeared in the Main Gallery \¡/as an abstract

piece titled Kutoyis, (Figure 17 and 18). It comprises both cloth bundles and red ochre paint

placed on the south wall of the Main Gallery. The wall that Kutoyis was installed on is ten feet

tall and sixteen feet two inches longrs (approx. 3 m x 4.9 m). The sculptured installation faces

North End and Untitled. This wall is not a part of the buildings foundatior¡ as it is placed in the

centre of the room and away from outside walls, and divides the Main Gallery from the smaller

Alcove Gallery. This wall faces north and is painted in solid red ochre paint with no variations

in tone, which covers the trim and does not move on to the sides of the wall. The texture of the

wall is smooth and the bundles are coarse fiom being saturated with paint. There is no variation

in tone in the bundles and no visible discolouration of the wall behind each bundle. It gives the

impression that the bundles were attached after the wall was painted. The cloth bundles are at-

tached to the wall and are the same design as those in Untitled. The bundles lay flat on the wall

and are scattered over the surface in a seemingly organized pattern.

16'2" W. SAAG in Lethbridge. Alberta April 200-5Figue l7: Kutof is (top balf of l'all) l0'H r

r8 Dimensions confirmed througþ ernail correspondence with Joseph Anderson in January 2006.
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Three quarters of the wall in Kutoyis is covered in cloth bundles, leaving the top quarter

uncovered. The line where the bundles stop is a distorted horizon line that moves across the

wall. The fluid movements of the horizon line resemble the movements of the foothills in South-

ern Alberta, or the varied mountain ranges also seen in Alberta. The movement of bundles go all

the way down to the floor and are attached to the trim that is also painted in red ochre, with some

bundles placed so low that they touch the carpet.

Figure 18: Kutoyis (bottom right half of wall), l0' Hx T6'2" W, SAAG, April 2005

The name Kutoyis is Blackfoot and it means blood clot. Kutoyis is also the name of a

mythical character in Blackfoot stories and creation legends. HeavyShield states that it is

through Kutoyis that the Blackfoot learned the traits needed on how to be a good people (Heavy-

Shield MAWA). Kutoyis completed his tasks by turning the tables on his enemies, subjecting

them to the same subjugation that they intended for the Blackfoot. (Chumak 160). The Sur¡ sent

Kutoyis to earth to "help the people, preserve the people, to strengthen the people and to bring

courage to their hearts" (160). The story of Kutoyis and many others, were told to her by

HeavyShield's father's mother, Spotted Eagle (HeavyShield MAWA & U of M). As explained
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by Kainai Elders in Chumak's book The Wisdom of the Blackfoot. the Bloods and the Peigans of

Canada, Kutoyis the avenger of the Niitsitapi (real people) came to the people in this way.

Maksinam (Wicked Heated One) would make old man (his father in law) go hunt-

ing with him and do all the work of skinning and cutting, taking it all for himself

and sending the old man home empty handed. One day at sunrise while hunting,

the old man's son-in-law shot a buffalo but did not kill him. The old man went to

put it to rest when he came upon a blood clot. Knowing that Maksinam was

watching his back he quickly put the clot in his quiver pretending to drop all his

arrows. That night the old man told his wife to boil water so that he could make

blood clot soup. While waiting for it to cook they heard a child's cry form within

the pot, they opened the pot they found not a clot but a baby. They wrapped him

in a robe and sang the welcome to life song. The son-in-law also heard a baby's

cry and said that if it was a boy that he would kill him that night and if it was a

girl then he would someday marry her as well. He then sent each wife one by one

to see if it was a boy or girl, each came back saying that it was a girl. The young-

est and good daughter, went to the tent and found out the truth about the baby

boy, she however reported back to her husband that it was a girl- he then sent

bones over for his mother in law to feed on to give strength to the baby. The old

people knew that something great was going to come from their son, Kutoyis.

The baby surprised his parents by talking, old man held him up to each lodge pole

starting with the east where the sun comes up. As he moved to each pole he got a

little bigger and older until he was a grown man, He spoke to the old couple and

said 'the Sun has sent me here to you I am Smoking Star. The cruelty in this will
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no\¡/ end. It is night, sleep in peace, the days of your pain has finished'. (140-

146)te

Like HeavyShield's Untitled, the constructed cloth bundles reinforce a sense of ceremony

and repetition. Each small bundle was placed on the painted wall in relation to the others around

it, making sure not to overcrowd. On closer inspection, this wall resembles blood cells moving

through a person's veins. In interpreting this image as blood cells and placing the similar im-

agery of the foothills into a situation, each cloth bundle represents a blood clot and its movement

across the wall are the stories and teachings of Kutoyis, which move similarly throughout the

foothills and mountains of Siksikaitsitapi territory.

A Ouestion ofPlace

A Ouestion of Place was exhibited between April 3'd and May 23'd,2004 at the Walter

Phillips Art Gallery in BanffAlberta. It was a group exhibition curated by Métis/Tlingit curator

Candice Hopkins2o. There was no catalogue for this exhibit only a curatorial statement that ac-

companies the show. A Ouestion of Place took up the entire space of the WPAG and included

sound and video recordings, sculpture, installation, and web-based work. HeavyShield was one

of six artists who participated in this exhibit2r. The premise of this exhibit was to provide new

insights into the meanings of place and community, each artist telling stories that included

themes of impermanence, resistance and cultural change (Ilopkins Curator Statement 2004).

re A chapter is dedicated to the stories of Kutoyis in Chumak's book The Wisdom of the Blacldool the Bloods and
the Peisans of Canada: a Five-Year (1983-1988) Field Production. providing in great detail Kutoyis's various battles
with the evil forces of the world Siksikâitsitâpi world.
20 Hopkins is the curator in residence at the Walter Phillips Art Gallery. She has a MA from the Center for Cura-
torial Studies, Bard College, New York.
2r As stated previously in the chapter the other iltists included ir rhis exhibition were Jimmie Durham, Brian Jun-
gen, Zacharias Kunulç Cheryl LTlirondelle and Trurnan l¡we.
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Wãlter Philtip Gallery Banff Centre for the Ârts, floor plan
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Figure 21 shows the WPAG floor plan. Highlighted in red is the area that HeavyShield's body oJ

tøn82 occupied.

Figure 19:Floorplan

bo4v of land ,-_

forthe Walter Philtips Art Gallery. The higùlighted red is where the piæe bçdy of landwas
placed, April 2005.

Body of land an installation (Figure 20), was originally constructed in 2002. It com-

prises 450 digitally reproduced photographs of human skin (HeavyShield's own) that were

shaped individually into the form of a cone and taped over three white walls of the gallery. The

colour varies throughout the photographs, some are light and dark, some are more brown in col-

our and others are more red (Fþre 21).

22 HeavyShield's body of land also appeared tn2002 at the Kelowna Art Gallery in Kelowna British Columbia. The
work appeared as part of Candice Hopkins required MA degree fi¡lf.lments which also included the wo¡k of arist
Elaine Reichek.
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Figure 20: body of land, Dimensions Variable, Walter Phillips Art Gallery , ApnJ 2004.

Like HeavyShield's Kutoyis, body of lønd does not cover the entire wall in this installa-

tion. All of the cones travel a third of the way up the wall, leaving the top two-thirds of the wall

bare. The horizon line is not straight but sporadic and distorted, much like the horizon line in

Kutoyis. Once more, like in Kutoyis, body of land's flowing horizon can be interpreted as the

fluid movement of the landscape of Southern Alberta. There are visible groupings of cones and

some that are more scattered across the landscape of the wall.

Figure 2l: body of land, Dimensions Variable, Walter
Pbillips Art Gallery, April2005

This installation piece is reminiscent ofwhat HeavyShield's ancestors would have seen as

they looked along the horizon of the prairies. Installed in fluid groupings that cover three walls

(highlighted red in Figure l9), body of land moves and swells, creating a vast landscape that

seems to envelop the viewer. Curator Candice Hopkins also states that HeavyShield:
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Reverts back to the smooth form of the teepee; replacing animal skin with human,

in her decision to make body of land from photographs it becomes indexes (sic.)

of the body. This decision, along with her statement of identifying every cone as

a 'portrait', suggests that each element in her work is not simply a multiple or one

of many- but rather, unique and individual @ 26).

Figure 22 shows an archive photograph from the Glenbow Archives in Calgary and illus-

trate what HeavyShield's relatives may have seen, looking out to the horizon. Before settlers

came into the Western Prairies, the Blackfoot people moved continuously in order to harvest the

various plants and animals they needed to live; these movements were not random (i.e. they fol-

lowed a residential mobility pattern @inford 5-10)), as each were directed by where the re-

sources could be found (Old Person 4l).

Figtrre Z2:Kain¿u Camp Southem Alberta 1893. Courtesy of the Glenbo's Archives NA 668-2

In order to understand the complexities and the formal properties of body of land,I posi-

tioned myself in the middle of the floor, so that the three walls were at equal distance from me. I

sat down and closed my eyes. Each time I opened my eyes, the wall came to life, kin groups

were grouped closer together and other extended family dwellings were slightly further away. I
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closed and opened my eyes again and I felt the movement in the land as if the movements of the

foothills that I witnessed the previous day had come alive. HeavyShield stated in our interview

that this piece was placed in a u-shaped manner so that in envelops the viewer (fleavyShield).

Faye HeavyShield created this piece with images of her own skin, but it is not restricted

to her experience as I learned from my observations of this work and in later discussions with

her. She uses abstraction to enable her work to contain no restrictions on who can or cannot be

apart of the installation and to expresswhatthe exact subject matteris about. She stated in our

interview that this is a reason that she creates her pieces in this way, so that all can experience

her work (HeavyShield).

The process of remembering in Faye HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis and

body of tand have layers that include individual, cultural and historical memories. Each exam-

ined work is inspired by recollections of the lives of her parents, her brother, her grandmother

and the history of her community. HeavyShield did not create these selected pieces as memori-

als or "dead memory" (fleavyShield U of M), but rather they demonstrate that her process of re-

membering and her memories represent continuous development and growth.

(Jntitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of lønd all share the concept of home that Lee

Maracle discusses in the quote at the start of this chapter. It is expressed through the way that

HeavyShield incorporates people and places into her artwork. As Maracle states:

I remember no\ry, that home, the blankness of the walls, the wind bleeding through

the odd missing bard, the wiring handing loose, no insulatiofL no inner wall, just

the old shiplap that made up the original walls, the pot-bellied stove trying in vain

to heat the place, I remember how it shaped me. I remember that a windowless

room terrified me every day for eleven years. I remembers a scared and wilful
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mother, desperately trying to hang on to her childreri, [trying to] develop some

semblance of identity, lawfulness, love and joy, in a context too overwhelming for

her to ever be successful. I remember ... Home. It shapes. (Maracle Arrest this

Memory 109)

In the above quote by Sto:loh writer Lee Maracle, the definition of home is shown in two

ways. The first is seen in respect to the physical form of a house and the second is shown

through the memories of her mother and the created social environment within the con-fines of

the house. It is the latter sense of home that holds meaning and can be felt in the arfwork of Faye

HeavyShield. They appear in abstract forms, but the storytelling that occurs in each artwork tells

of a woman who knows who she is and knows where her feet are planted on the earth. Heavy-

Shietd also knows that her family and the land where she calls home are very much apaft of her

internal fabric, that they are incorporated into her creativity whether it is an obvious expression

or a part of the process. Her works are a statement of a lived contemporary life as well as a

story of a time that began before hers.

Abstraction in art is a powerful tool that allows one to bypass literal perception and

reaches into the otherwise impenetrable world of unconscious emotion. This is possible because,

the more abstract a work of art, the fewer preconceptions it evokes in the mind of the beholder.

Abstraction in art keeps the conscious portion of the human psyche functioning at a minimum,

allowing for the unconscious to be used to invoke feelings and emotions that would otherwise be

categorized in the conscious mind.

Through my study of the selected artworks Untitled, North End, Kutoyis (SAAG) and

body of land (Walter Phillips), I was able to establish that memory23 and the process of remem-

" Memory is a multi-layered, which includes family, culture and history and does not necessarily, reflect
one singular point in history or e4perience in a person's life.
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bering is evident in HeavyShield's work. In addition, her work creates a visually oral way of

storytelling that continues her Kainai cultural traditions. Aboriginal artist Robert Houle stated in

1992 that Faye HeavyShield uses memory as one of the most "important elements in her creative

production" (154). He adds that she "uses cultural signposts (such as language, ceremony, and

animals) as mnemonic devices to bring into visual being objects that are to her fragments of real-

ity as they actually appear without the traditional and familiar conventions of perception" (154).

Memory is still as important aspect of Faye HeavyShield's work. The cultural signposts that

Houle observes in 1992 are still present in the 2004 productions of Untitled, North End, Kutoyis,

and body of land. All four works are @nnected to ceremony, history, tradition and family.

Memory theorist Thomas Butler acknowledges that memory "is not only what people personally

experience, refïne and retain, but what people also inherit from past generations and pass on to

the next" (13). This is evident in HeavyShield's incorporation of Kainai mythical character Ku-

toyis, her interpretation if the Kainai burial ceremony found in North End and in the landscaped

appearance of historical teepee formations in body of land.
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Chapter Six

Concluding Thoughts

I have shown through this research that memory and remembering is present in Faye

HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land. Through a conceptual ûamework

created in readings of Aboriginal art theory and Aboriginal creative literature, the process of re-

membering is a strategy that has been and continues to be used as a way of dealing with colonial

mistreatment. Despite a pervasive culture of assimilation, Aboriginal artists (and through them,

their communities) use memory and the socio-political act of remembering their past, in order to

continue their culture and traditions. By possessing the memories of her ancestors, her parents

and of her own experiences, HeavyShield goes against the assimilation process that was put in

placrto-colonize-Aboriginal-people;{hrouglrthis-act-oÊnot-forgettìng;the-eolonial-proeess-of

assimilation becomes less effective. Through a transformational process, HeavyShield's work

includes Western art forms and mediums that are incorporated into her own cultural and personal

memories, creating a visual story. Concepts of family, home, and the land are brought to life

through HeavyShield's Untitled, North End, Kutoy¡s and body of lond demonstrate that in this

case, colonization and assimilation did not triumph and that she is still very much connected to

her family, her culture, her sense of home and to the land around her.

For Aboriginal peoples the process of remembering means to de-colonialize. Forgetting

memories includes the individual, the family and the community as a whole. For generations

Aboriginal people have internalized the assimilation process and families are born into forget-

ting. By remembering and not forgetting, both positive and/or traumatic memories go against the

colonial process of assimilation. Colonial assimilation attempted to permanently destroy and

break up the family unit, both close and extended and take away what Aboriginal people consid-
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ered being their home and their land. Contemporary Aboriginal artists, including the work of

Faye HeavyShield, and writers show in a number of various ways that assimilation did not suc-

ceed. That acknowledging history, gaining strength from the memories, and remembering fam-

ily, their definition of home and connections to the land are still alive and strong.

Faye HeavyShield does use memory and the process of remembering in her arlwork and

creates a visually oral way of storytelling. Her work is an example of how theses such as family,

home and the land are still very much alive and being transferred to future generations of Abo-

riginal people. The four artworks of HeavyShield's that have been selected for this sfidy, Unti-

tled, North End, Kutoyis, and body of land, all show that memories of Kainai traditions have cre-

ated a renewal of her cultural identity and solidiff where she came from and where she is going

She provides evidence through her work that her language is still strong and her cultural identity

is still intact. Strength comes from remembering her family, the sense of home that her family

created and the land that they still live upon and this shows that the colonial assimilation process

did not succeed in destroying Aboriginal lives but rather through remembering, HeavyShield's

Kainai history and her own memories and experiences still exist.

This research project was a journey for me, not only academically but also personally. It

has become part of my emotional and my physical fibre, sending me on a rollercoaster of inspira-

tional thought. \{hat started off as a huge undertaking in the beginning eventually dwindled

dowr¡ in its respective manner, to something much more manageable, and to my shock included

much more of my own personal reflections in it. I learned a lot of Kainai history and culture do-

ing my research. It inspired me to begin to learn Blackfoot as a language and to continue con-

ducting research within this region of Canada and within the Blackfoot Nation.
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When I did my fieldwork and saw HeavyShield's exhibit blood in Lethbridge and body of

lønd in Banfi I was able to create my own memories, which included my family and what home

meant to me. My family experienced the fieldwork portion; my partner Ted and our son Dakota

(frg.23) joined me in my journey and I believe that it made the experience of HeavyShield's

work even more special. The decision to incorporate photographs of my family and the account

of my parent's experiences as newcomers in this country in the text of this thesis was influenced

by HeavyShield's exhibit blood, where she shows her strong connection to her own family. Her

honouring of her parents really meant a lot to me because I am very close to my own parents and

admire them greatly. It was exciting to write this thesis, as I was able to incorporate my own

family within its pages.

When I discussed this with Faye, she was happy and excited to see that I had included my

family, especially the old photographs. In our discussions, HeavyShield said to me that it was

important that I have this for my son for when he gets older, so he can look at it and it would be a

part of his family. Since the exhibit at the Southern Alberta Art Gallery and the installation piece

at the Walter Phillips Art Gallery were so centred on family ties, love, home and land - she felt

that it would be suitable to include as much of my own journeys and my own connections to

family and home in my work.

Having travelled to Southern Alberta, I can now see where HeavyShield gains inspiration

of her work. The landscape takes your breath away as it transforms and morphs one moment to

the next as foothills collapse into one another. Priorto my fieldwork I had only seen the foothills

from a plane. I was taken away with how the foothills rolled around you. There is great strength

that comes from that area of Canada and I feel lucky that I had the opportunity to research there.

HeavyShield's work left me in awe and many emotions were generated while experiencing Unti-
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tled, North End, Kutoyis and body of land. The formation of this research project allowed me to

reflect on my own memories of my family and of my concepts of home as well as remembering

important people and places in my own life. It took me to theoretical arenas that I could never

have imagined venturing into and asked hard questions of my research interests as well as my

position in the field of Aboriginal or Native Studies.

In whatever challenges I take on in the future, my experience with Faye HeavyShield will

remain influential, for teaching me the intimacies of writing, looking at art,listening to what

creativity has to offer and to know and love my family. Her work inspires me.
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Figue 23: M1' son Dâliota rvhen he l'as a.iust over a months old. August 2002
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Faye HeavyShield Exhibit Listing

Born 1953 in Stand Off, Alberta
Currently lives in Lethbridge AB

1980-1985 Alberta College of Art, Calgary AB

1985-1986 University of Calgary, Calgary AB

r989

4û Biennial, Heard Museum, Phoenix, AZ (shared)

1992

Land Spirit Power, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa, ON (shared)

New Territories: 350/500 years After: An Exhibition of Contemporar.y Aboriginal Art of
Canada, Vision Planetaire Montreal, QC (shared)

Gallery Artists, Ufundi Gallery, Ottawa ON (shared)

Time to Dialogue, Triangle Gallery, Calgu.y AB (shared)

1993

Local Stories, Edmonton Art Gallery, Edmonton AB (shared)

Yesterday. Today. Tomorrow, Triangle Galeþ, Calgary AB (shared)

Heart Hoof Horn, Glenbow Museum, Calgary AB (solo)

1994

Artists who are Indian. Denver Art Museum, Denver CO (shared)

Together - Alone, Newzones Gallery, Calgary AB (shared)

Share the Heartsong. Triangle Gallery, Calgary AB (group)

She: A Roomfül of V/omen. Thunder Bay Art Gallery, Calgary AB (solo)

Faye Heav.vShield: Into the Garden of Angels. The Power Plant, Toronto, ON (solo)

Heart Hoof Horn, SAV/ Gallery, Ottawa, ON (solo)



The Heart As, Pit Gallery, Vancouver BC (solo)

Feminist Works from the Permanent Collection, Glenbow Museum, Calgary AB (shared)

Sisters, Feminist Spin Forum, Calgary AB (solo)

t99s

Faye Heav.vShield: Venus as Torpedo, Dunlop Art Gallery, Regina SASK (solo)

Nations in Urban Landscapes, Contemporary Art Gallery, Vancouver BC (shared)

Ordinary Image: Aspects of Ritual in Contemporary Art, Ellen Art Gallery, Concordia
University Montreal, QC (shared)

From V/ithin the Wall, Stide Gallery, Calgary AB (solo)

1996

Ghostwriter #2. Mercer Union, Toronto ON (solo)

1997

Public Investigators: Undercover in Public Space, Banff Centre of Arts, Banff, AB
(shared)

Spiral and Other Palts of the Body, La Centrale/Powerhouse, Montreal QC (solo:
anthology)

Tradition of Change, McMichael Canadian Art Collection, Kleinbwg ON (ongoing)

1998

Margins of Memory, Mount Saint Vincent University Art Gallery, Halifax, NS (G)

2002

body of land, Kelowna Contemporary Art Gallery (S)

Mapping our Territories, Walter Phillips Art Gallery, Banff Alberta (G)

Mind over Matter, Museum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe, NM (G)

Migrating Motifs. Center for Curatorial Studies Museum, Brad College, Annadale-on-
Hudson, New York. (Shared)



2004

blood, Southern Alberta Art Gallery Lethbridge AB (solo: catalogue)

A Ouestion of Place, Walter Phillips Art Gallery Banff AB (shared)

A History Lesson, Contemporary Aboriginal Art from the Collection of the Mackenzie
Art Gallery, Toronto ON (shared)

speak of eddy, Mendel Art Gallery, Saskatoon SASK (solo)

Connexxion at Ste. Croix, Gallery Connexion, Fredericton, NB (off-site installation)

2005

Alberta Scene, Ottawa Art Gallery, Ottawa ON (tavelling shared)

Alberta Biennial of Contemporary Art, Vy'alter Phillips Art Gallery, Banff AB

In M)¡ Lifetime, Musée National des Beaux-Arts du Québec, Montreal QC (catalogue)

The Mclntyre Ranch Project, Southern Alberta Art Gallery, Lethbridge AB (shared)

From-Space-Concept-Metaphor: Contemporar.y Alberta Sculpture, Triangle Gallery,
Calgary AB (shared)

Rock paper river, Gallery Connexion, Fredericton, NB (solo)

CAMPsites. Museum London, London ON (catalogue)

2006

Aapaskaiyaawa (They Are Dancing), Mackerzie Art Gallery, Regina SASK (recent
acquisition)
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction, the information
regarding participation in this research project, and that you agree to participate ¿ìs a subject. In no way does
this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal and
professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at any time, and\or refrain from
answering any questions you prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation
should be as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification throughout your
participation.

Researcher: Sharon E. Humphre.v
Departrnent of Native Studies
Facultl. of Graduate Studies
I In ir'ersitv Of Manitoba
I t-

Sharon E. Humphrey
Researcher's sþature

Supen isor: Dr. Jill Oakes
Departrnent of Enviromnent
Universitr. of Manitoba
r?04\ 474-7352

.cã
câ

The University of Manitoba Joint Faculty Research Ethics Board has approved this research. If you have any
concerns or complaints about this projeø, please contact either of the above named persons, or the Human
Ethics Secreta¡iat at 204-474-7122. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for your
reco{ds and refqrence.
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I agree to let the researcher use my name in the text of her thesis

I would like to have a copy of this final project to be placed in a community
setting (i.e. school, library or gallery), so thaf others can read it.

ÖN

(ùN
I agree to let the researcher transcribe and copy verbatim the text of this 

^ Ainterview within the body ofthe thesis ----<--'--Ñ- /Y

I give permission to the researcher to use the material collected for Y Vthis study in future articles, teachings and./or resea¡ch.
. Written material (thesis, transcribing, etc.) Y A/. 

äi::älffi:ßhotos 
(exhibits and of myself), YG)

If given the opportunity to publish this material, does the researcher have
permission touse maærials gathered? 

;rr'1r' uueù 

+^'",, i f;*, f+------6 N

I would like a copy of my transcribed interview A 
I N
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Questions for Faye HeavyShield

Through the act or process of remembering, Faye HeavyShield places þ memories
(individual, cultural and historical) into her artistic productions.

GENERAI

How is your memories triggered?

Do you feel that your memories play a large part in how you come up with your ideas?

Do you think of yow work before hand or is a lot of the process intuitive (known directly
and instinctively, without being discovered or consciously perceived)?

Do you find that the distinction of the colour brings more focus onto the details and ideas,
especially in contrast with the usual white walls of the gallery?

In the past l5 years there has been a considerable amount of writing in regards to
Aboriginal art theory, how do you feel that this has changed or not changed how people
look at Conte_mporary Aboriginal art?

How do you decide how pieces are arr¿mged in a show (solo exhibit)?

You have often been associated with the minimalist movement within sculpture and art in
general, what are your feelings with being placed within this category of art?

Is your work site specific? Does what you do depend on where it is or its temporality at a
particular space?

Editing process, is there a lot of this within your art process?

I have read that you attended residential school when you were 6 for a couple of years,
did you attend at all after that?

Where you interested in art as a young woman in your teens or 20's?

I notice that you didn't attend post secondary school till you were in your 30's (I also
started later and am still attending school), is there reason you decided to attended school
at all for art? Or did not go earlier?

I have read in other interviews that you found art to be the only thing you were ever good
at, what was it that made you try it or stick with it (besides being good at it)?

My positionality as a non -Aboriginal academic interested in Aboriginal art - advice or
how do you feel about that position.



So do you see your self as a storyteller of sorts?

I found in looking at a lot of contemporary Aboriginal art I have learnt a lot of varied
histories and just as varied contemporary realities, do you feel that your art is teaching or
informing the viewing audience a varied history and contemporary stories?

I have chosen to use contemporary Aboriginal literature as my theoretical base for my
thesis; do you feel that this mode is appropriate for doing research in an Aboriginal
context?

Are you surprised at how 'famous' you have become in the art world? 'Was it something
that you ever thought of in the beginning or your artist career?

WRITING

Do you feel your writing compliments the artwork you present in galleries or is it the
other way around the art compliments the writing?

Since you write as well, how does this influence your artwork?

Do you find that witing helps in the reductive process, in creating the visual pieces?

Would you consider writing from a theoretical standpoint- or do you feel that your
creative writing fits the unconventional means of theory that I support in my thesis?

Do you also write in Blackfoot? (If so) do you find it easier to write in Blackfoot or in
English when you are trying to construct your ideas?

STUDIED EXHIBITS

BLOOD

I know from your public lectures that this exhibit w¿ìs very personal for you, does it feel
strange to exhibit this personal side- especially in the written portions that accompany the
pieces?

Is there a dialogue between the pieces that you create in the works? Such as in the Blood
show, does one exist in its placement with each other?

In previous interuiews I have read that you do not believe that you carry on particular
Blackfoot or Blood traditions in your work (this being in 1993), Do you still feel the
same way? This being said, the Blood show, exhibited both an oral character of Kutoyis
and a traditional burial rite was used in that show. Is it possibly part of your subconscious
that brings that stuff about?



Is there significance in the title of 'North End'? I know that it is representative of your
parents (through my own year calculations)- how did you decide to come up with using
that idea of Blackfoot funeral rites?

Is there any significance of showing at the SAAG?

Was there a double meaning or plqy on words for the title of the exhibit?

Was the time of year significant for any meaning within the works in the exhibit?

The use of tree as a symbol?

Blood signature piece more about that

Measurements of the selected pieces?

BODY OF LAND

For the Body of Land installation you use digitized your own skin and included it in the
work, do you that the way that you referenced the body in your work allows for more
possibilities? (For interpretations etc.)

Is there significance with the number of cones?

'Why 
was that piece chosen for that particular exhibit? Was it because Hopkins had

previous experience with that piece?

SUBSECTIONS

Family
Education
Economic
Artists influence
Political and social


